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FOREWORD
The Annual Staff, in preparing
this, the 1927 Volume of the Dyna
mo, has tried to represent all the ac
tivities and achievements of the year
in such a manner, as to give to the stu
dents a remembrance of the dear
days spent within the environments
of Tech, that can be carried into the
future and be remembered as the
most pleasant days of all. To the
faculty, friends and patrons of Tech
we have endeavored to portray the
continued progress of our Alma
Mater. We hope and trust that the
perusal of this volume will prove to
be as great a pleasure to the readers
as its construction has been to the
Staff of 1927.
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DEDICATION
Miss Alice O'Donnell, master teacher,
|l|Jp| worthy scholar of her mother tongue, the
friend of every hoy and girl, and one
whom we shall always love and remember, with
out whose guidance, instruction and keen interest,
Tech could not have achieved the success now
hers, and as a token of deep gratitude and sincere
affection, the staff of the 1927 Dynamo lovingly
dedicates this hook. May the sun never set on
the principles Miss Alice has tried to instill in
the hearts of her student friends.

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL MISS ALICE O'DONNELL

1927
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TECH CHAMPIONSHIPS
Won During Last Three Years

Championship of the World in School Banking.
Interscholastic Championship of Memphis in Military Drill
won for seven years.
Interscholastic Championship of Memphis in Debating, won
twice during last three years.
Championship of Memphis Interscholastic Conference in
Girls' Basketball for three years.
Tri-State Championship in Boys' Basketball.
Triple tie for Football Championship of Memphis.
Football Championship of Memphis Interscholastic Con
ference.
Interscholastic Championship of Memphis in Wrestling.
Interscholastic Championship of Memphis in Boxing.
Interscholastic Championship of Memphis in Golf for
three years.
Music Memory Interscholastic Championship of Memphis
for three years.
Championship of Tennessee in Good Roads Essay Contest.
Championship Tennessee D. A. R. Historical Contest.
Championship Tennessee U. D. C. Historical Contest.
Championship of the United States in Safety Designing.
Championship of Memphis High Schools in gathering fire
prevention records.
Championships too numerous to mention in manual arts,
designing, printing, cooking, sewing, and in other
technical fields.

E. H. SMITH
Shop Supervisor

E. J. QUINLEY
Secretary to Principal
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CROCKETT-TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOL
ALL-DAY SESSION
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Smith, E. H
Quinley, Earl J._
Macon, George A

Abt, M. F
Adams, James W
Boyd, A. M.
Bilbow, Margaret R
Berger, E. L.
Barnes, Mrs. Joe Len...
Browne, Evelyn
Butler, Mary O
Cullen Lula P
Cullen, Mrs. Jessie M...
Drane, Gerald
Drane, Herbert
Esslinger, Harry W
Faulk, Robert W
Gaston, Major Jesse. ..
Gill, Ella
Griggs, Lula J
Hasselle, J. E
Haynie, Orlena
Helmick, Mrs. Mary
Harton, H. W
Holmes, Elmore
Jordan, Mrs. C. J
Karr, Mary Lee
Marsh, Mrs. Stella
McCrary, Miriam
McNicholas, Anna
Parker, Malcolm B.
Parker, John B
Reilly, Ella
Stanfield, Ruth
Tipton, William R
Wainright, E. H
Wright, Effie E
Ware, Marie
White, E. K

Principal
Assistant Principal
Shop Supervisor
Secretary to Principal
Commercial Supervisor

Commercial Art
Drill Master
Electrical Trades
English
Auto Mechanics
Typewriting
Home Economics
English and History
Spanish
Lunch Room
Manual Arts
...Drawing and Mathematics
Boys' Coach
Mathematics and English
Commandant
English and Debating
Mathematics and Science
Bookkeeping
French
Millinery
Mathematics and Science
Science
Matron
English and Music
Dressmaking
English and Latin
History and Biology
Machine Shop
Architectural Drawing
Mathematics and English
Stenography
Science
Printing
Mathematics
Girls' Coach
Band Director
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SCHOOL SONG
GO TECH, GO
Go Tech, for we are here to cheer for you,
Go Tech, to you we'll e'er be true.
Be fearless and bold for the Blue and the Gold,
Add laurels to our fame; Go Tech, Go.
Go Tech, we're with you,
Go Tech, we'll cheer you.
Go Tech and win the game;
Just take this as a little tip,
We're bound to win the championship,
So, Go Tech, Go Tech, Go Tech, Go.
Go Tech, Go Tech, Go.
Hit 'em High,
Hit 'em Low,
Go Tech, Go.
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CLASS OF 1927
Albert, Joseph S.
Atkinson, Earl
Ayers, Edison Burwell
Baird, Evelyne E.
Ballew, Georgiana
Baron, Morris
Baum, Gordon
Bassett, Janie Geraldine
Bee, Edmund Holmes
Beckham, Otis Marion
Bluestein, Aaron
Branch, Jack
Brewer, Chester D.
Brinkley, Joseph Gentry
Broome, Mildred Jessica
Bullion, Sophia
Burke, Lura Carolyn
Burns, J. Newell
Buss, Katherine Muzetta
Callicott, William Lane
Caswell, Lena Walton
Camp, Thurman Richard
Colby, Georgia Graves
Covich, Sarah
Cooper, Dora Belle
Crabb, Michael Alexander
Cronin, Latham Dennis
Curry, Julian Grimes
Daley, Thomas Edward
Dalstrom, Joseph A.
Danielson, Lawson Wellington
Demuth, Orville M.
Dhuy, George John
Dickerson, Frances Kathryn
Dowling, Mae Belle
Edmondston, William James
Ellis, James
Eppes, Nellie
Fisher, Ima Pearl
Fowler, Lyman William
Gentry, William Thomas.
Gilliland, Bessie Viola
Gresham, Velma Leace
Green, John Clarence
Goldsby, Robert Rollin
Griffin, Hazel Elmina
Guidi, Lucy Margaret
Hahn, Julia Eleanor
Harris, Emily
Hooper, Dorothy Louise
Howard, Olive Lorraine
Holland, William Raymond
Holland, Robert S.
Huntley, William
Henderson, Elizabeth
Jacobs, Jack Joseph
Johnson, Elizabeth

Johnson, Laurie Lewis
Koffman, Harry
LaBundy, Bert Alfred
Lane, Eva Mae
Lanier, William Leslie
Law, Mary Elizabeth
Lohmeyer, Fred William
Loskovitz, Sam
Makowsky, Norma
McAden, Herman Lorain
McCain, Charles B.
McCain, Oscar S.
McCain, Wayne
Miller, Marjorie
McQuirter, James Douglas
Murley, Hugh Dutro
Neel, Dorothy Maurine
Newman, Isa
Ortman, Garwood Elmer
Pace, Bedford Forrest
Pasink, Dora
Peeples, Charles Bruce
Payton, Leland
Pippin, Mary Clementine
Porter, John
Read, Josephine
Riley, Eleanor Lois
Riser, Evelyn Estelle
Rives, Ida Lois
Rose, Hattiegreene
Rome, Florence Eleanor
Rymer, Bessie Barbara
Sewell, Paul
Schmoller, Henry Bernhard
Sibley, Marjorie Velma
Simpson, Norman
Sippel, Carl Fred
Smith, Alvin George
Sokol, Frances Freda
Stalons, Archie H.
Stanfield, Joe Reeves
Stephenson, Laura Lee
Stoker, Ruth La Verne
Strickling, Angelina
Sturdivant, Vannie Martha
Tucker, Lawrence
Tompkins, Margaret Carolyn
Vaccaro, Elizabeth Dorothy
Vaughn, Dorothy Elizabeth
Wang, Beatrice Rosalie
Wehrum, Casey D.
West, Robert E.
Willis, Ruth
Williams, Fontaine Leon
Williams, Wier O.
Wilson, J. W.
Woods, Frank Edward
Wright, William
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MISS EFFIE E. WRIGHT
Chairman Senior Class Divisions

T H E

JOSEPH ALBERT
On opening this book, and looking over the roll
Whose name should be standing out in letters bold,
None other than Joseph Albert,
Who always kept his mouth shut.
What we do know about him is—
That he's smart, and that he'd never fail on a quiz.

EARL ATKINSON
Here we have royalty, we call him Earl.
Of all the At-kin-son he is the pearl.
Belongs to Company E,
That's a busy company for all we can see.
When the bell rings every day at twelve,
All down the line you can hear the boys yell.

EDISON AYERS
Second Lieutenant of Company E,
Appointed to United States Naval Academy.
Member of the Officers Club too;
We know you are true blue,
Also member of DeMolay,
Don't worry we won't stay.

D Y N A M O

EVELYNE BAIRD
Cent Per Cent, we don't know what you are,
But Evelyne wouldn't even leave the door ajar.
The treasurer of the Glee Club in '26,
Poor girl, here she is in another terrible fix.
Delta Sigma, R. 0. B., Alice O'Donnell History, Dynamo
Humor Editor. How many more positions can a girl ask for.

MORRIS BARON
Here we have a boy named Morris Baron,
And on his shoulders you'll find a gun.
Don't say a word for he'll never run,
He's one of Tech High's noble sons.
Now Morris we think is a mighty fine chap,
When anyone says speech we all begin to clap.

GEORGIANA BALLEW
Captain of the All-Memphis '27.
You, the Girls Athletic Editor of the Annual.
Your S. S. S. and Glee Club work,
3 understand you never shirk.
3 why we gladly say to you,
i room here to Captain Ballew.
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GORDON BAUM
When it comes to debating, step right this way,
For Gordon is a champion debater, we can say.
Of clubs, he belongs to Alice O'Donnell History and Hi-Y,
Being secretary of Cardinal Club he never asks "why?"
First Sergeant of Company F and on the Dynamo Staff.
His work is never done by half.

OTIS BECKHAM
My! Otis you must be very popular,
Of these clubs we know you are the star.
Member of the Officers and the DeMolay,
We know, with all these you cannot stray.
Being a member of the Architect Society,
We'll come some day and have tea with thee.

GERALDINE BASSETT
Geraldine, here we would like to say,
Drop your studies and come and play.
We understand a member of the Girls Reserve are you,
That's mighty fine and shows you are true.
For the girls are all of the same mind,
That you are not only good, but also sweet and kind.

AARON BLUESTEIN
Aaron is a musician isn't that grand,
A member of Tech and Rotary Band.
A member of the DeMolay,
Mighty fine fellow we'd like to say.
Also a member of a club called Cent Per Cent,
The last party they had was an unusual event.

EDMUND BEE
A member of the Hi-Y,
Sounds exactly like an Indian cry.
But Edmund Bee
Went out to see
Now he is a member,
And when he speaks we answer, "Sir."

JACK BRANCH
A modest boy is Jack Branch,
When he's around the girls, he in a trance.
We all look to him as a good sport,
Because all the games he earnestly supports.
In Military, he's a good cadet,
I'm sure of this, he'll never forget.
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CHESTER BREWER
In the band he in Second Lieutenant,
So we know Tech High will win the pennant.
In the History Club, he is an officer,
Was elected there without a blur.
Of the Alice O'Donnell History and DeMolay,
He doesn't have much time to play.

The Latin Club and Girls Reserve of '26,
Have both declared she's quite a brick.
The Glee Club work of '27,
Our Tech Cheer song music was given.
And next we come to the debating class,
If you could see her poise, you'd know she was the lass.

MILDRED BROOME
The Glee Club secretary of '26, '27 can you see,
Kappa Nu Sorority and President of R. 0. B.
Of the Delta Sigma she is president too,
They work her pretty hard but she'll get through
For a good Broome sweeps clean,
By her work this is plainly seen.

J. NEWELL BURNS
Being president of '26 Smith-Hughes is no joke,
For a president has to sit up and take notes.
What DeMolay is, only the members know,
But we will sit by real low.
And maybe some day
Newell will let us know in some way.

JOE BRINKLEY
Captain of baseball, basketball and Company F,
Joe is by no means on the shelf.
Pres. Officers Club and Seniors, Military Editor of Annual.
On debating team, Grand Commander of the Cardinals.
He's a scream; Major Tech R. 0. T. C., and other things
Galore, but we haven't any room to write anymore.

LURA BURKE
Member of Girls Reserve is Lura Burke,
Her name tells us, her duty she never shirks.
President of the Glee Club of '26,
Did she stop singing, we all say "nix".
And in our songs when she comes down on her alto,
You'd know it was she, had you never heard her before.

SOPHIA BULLION

***+***+*++ THE DYNAMO

KATHERINE BUSS
These few words we will say for Katherine Buss,
A nice little girl that never does fuss.
Of the Rainbow and Glee clubs she's a member,
From January until December.
Of the Alice O'Donnell club and Girls Reserve,
We'll mark her label, "Good Preserves".

GEORGIA COLBY
Georgia can tell us all about Caesar's reign,
All about Cicero and those things.
She's president of the Latin club I'm told,
With all her knowledge she's not bold.
Sweet and modest and a mighty fine girl,
We're expecting her some day to marry an earl.

WILLIAM CALLICOTT
When we come to a boy like William Callicott,
We know that we will never be forgot.
And in drilling he does his very best,
We can always count on him at the test.
Of the Hi-Y club he is a member,
For that, we will always remember.

THURMAN CAMP
A member of the Officers club in full array,
Also vice-chairman of the DeMolay.
Here again we can't complain,
For Military, Company K, he is captain.
Member of the Alice O'Donnell and President of Hi-Y,
When he leaves the crowd, the girls all sigh.

LENA CASWELL
Lena a mighty fine girl can plainly be seen,
Four years of Glee club and she sure can sing.
A member of the Alice O'Donnell History club two years,
And that's some subject I want you all to hear.
I bet she can tell all about "Kings on the throne,"
But some day, for some man, she'll keep a nice home.

DORA BELLE COOPER
She wants to go to the University of Missouri,
A nice little girl have we.
Of her sweetness we shall see,
Her name is Dora Belle Cooper.
We'd like to Coop-er,
But her ambitions is way up high.

ALEXANDER CRABB
Alex is a member of the Hi-Y,
It's a mighty fine club we won't deny.
Of the DeMolay, he is on the committee,
Now this poor boy we'll have to pity.
Member of the Tech and Rotary Bands,
In his school work he is just grand.

JULIAN CURRY
Reading out of the Bible, our Chaplain can't be beat,.
He is a boy we all like to meet.
Editor-in-Chief, associate Editor for Sentinel,
Vice-president Hi-Y, here we'd like to yell,
Member of Officer's club, and Major of Non-uniform Co.
By his works we will know it is he.

SARAH COVICH
Of the Rainbow girls she is a member,
These things we must always remember.
With her beautiful black hair she's always in style,
And for everyone she has a wonderful smile.
And a smile like hers always on her face,
Will help her in life to fill any place.

EDWARD DALEY
Here's a boy for whom good words we must say,
For he's on time and never misses a day.
The word "Obey,"' he knows from A to Z,
He's a member of the club, Alice O'Donnell History.
He always gets by and can't be beat,
We know the reason, he is no cheat.

L. D. CRONIN
Reporter for the Commercial Appeal is L. D. Cronin,
Member of Literary Society and Senior Class Historian.
Secretary and Treasurer of Hi-Y and Captain of Co. L,
Also representative for oratorical state meet, '26, Knoxville,
Member of Officers club and Alice O'Donnell,
Being on Dynamo Staff, we know all is well.

JOE DALSTROM
Here is a boy by the name of Joe,
We don't know, but hope he has plenty of dough.
For clubs he belongs to several,
E. G. D. and the Alice O'Donnell.
Don't let us forget,
For he belongs to the Officers yet.
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LAWSON DANIELSON
If Lawson's name gives us a clue,
I'm sure that he will make a lawyer too.
There are many lawyers on the vine,
But real good ones are hard to find.
To the Alice O'Donnell club he belongs,
He will graduate before long.

FRANCES DICKERSON
Frances Dickerson is as fine a girl as you want to see,
Delta Sigma, R. 0. B., also Glee Club treasur-ee.
Member of the '27 Alice O'Donnell History,
At first to her it was all a mystery.
She's not only tall but beautiful and graceful,
And there's nothing about Frances that's mean and hateful.

ORVILLE DeMUTH
Member of Tech and Rotary Bands all four years,
When he leaves there will be many tears.
When the band is marching down the line,
There he is in front keeping the time.
From all this we gather he is a musician,
And he has an officers position.

WILLIAM EDMONDSTON
Member of Rotary, and First Lieutenant of Tech Band,
He always plays from behind a stand.
Of the Alice O'Donnell and Officers,
He will never err.
In '26 he was winner of medal for neatest appearing cadet,
You will always find him dressed to the last minute.

GEORGE DHUY
Being Supply Sergeant for R. 0. T. C.
We hope he'll have plenty of tea.
Member of the Alice O'Donnell and DeMolay,
He's the kind that'll always obey.
Graduating from Smith-Hughes Electric Shop,
He will always be at the top.

MAE BELLE DOWLING
A member of the Delta Sigma and the R. 0. B.,
The Glee Club, Oh, gee!
The Rainbow Girls we almost forgot,
But they're the most important of the whole lot.
Did someone say something about stepping high,
Mae Belle is considered the best dancer in Tech High.

THE
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LYMAN FOWLER

NELLIE EPPES

Next on the list is Lyman Fowler,
To him I will refer.
He is a boy we all like,
For his studies I know he does not dislike.
He is another that belongs to the Alice O'Donnell,
So we know that he likes to spell.

Nellie is sure in life to win,
She meets the whole world with a grin.
She's a girl who's one good sport,
Music seems to be her fort.
In the Glee Club she is sure a resident,
For when she sings her solo we know she is present.

BESSIE GILLILAND

JAMES ELLIS

A member of the Alice O'Donnell History Club is she,
And after S. A. T. president we will put V.
That means she doesn't have to do the work,
But if she did I know she wouldn't shirk.
But we all know the work of the Vice-President,
Is not only to see but to do the work in the others absence.

NoW we all like football playing,
When Jimmie gets the ball he does the right thing.
Down the lines he goes a-sailing,
With the others a-trailing.
From what I have said I guess you have recognized,
That Captain Jimmie is the best center from Tech.

THOMAS GENTRY

INA PEARL FISHER

Tommy likes to play ball too, for hear
He has been on the basketball team for three years.
First Lieutenant Company F,
He is fine for playing the phonograph.
Of the clubs, he is a member of the Officers and Cardinals,
Now I guess that is all.

Ina Pearl Fisher, that's a beautiful name,
We're proud to have you to claim.
Of the many schools you have been to,
We're glad Tech High has been selected to go to by you.
This is a wonderful place,
For the "Old Tech Spirit" keeps you going the pace.

1927
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CLARENCE GREEN
Clarence Green is a jolly good fellow,
And no one knows if he has a foe.
He studies hard and gets up his lessons,
We all guess that is the reason,
Around him there is always a crowd,
To be his friend we're very proud.

HAZEL GRIFFIN
To the Alice O'Donnell club and the S. S. S.,
We would like to write our very best.
But here for fear you do not know it,
I want to tell you all that Hazel is a poet.
So here we leave space for a poem,
And let her some day write her own.

VELMA GRESHAM
The S. S. S. member, the S. A. T. club reporter,
Of the Senior Class let her be secretary until we promot-er.
About her writing we cannot chaff,
Because she is on the Sentinel staff.
On the Dynamo for '27 she is the editor's assistant,
We know she will be there with the goods without a hesitant.

LUCY GUIDI
Lucy is no snob,
She is right there on the job.
Even with all the class hubbub,
She belongs to the Alice O'Donnell History club.
And when you look into her beautiful eyes,
The things you'll see, you'd be surprised.

ROLLIN GOLDSBY
Rollin's name reminds us of Gold,
We wonder if he will find fame and fortune told.
For the first part of his name tells us how he'll get there,
By rolling up the golden stairs.
He is a member of the DeMolay,
So we will let him go on his way.

JULIA ELEANOR HAHN
Here's a girl who is a member of the clubs, gee,
S. A. T., Latin, Algebra, Glee and Alice O'Donnell History.
Of the Rainbow girls she has to say,
It must have happened this way.
Student reporter of the Evening Appeal,
She gathers the news but never squeals.
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EMILY HARRIS
Secretary of Tau Epsilon Kappa,
That sounds like a job for "Pappa".
The word may be big and have an ascent like a caress,
But that's nothing for a girl like Emily Harris.
For she is capable of doing anything,
She is right there on the string.

DOROTHY HOOPER
A member of the Gamma Delta Sorority,
This keeps her as busy as a bee.
But she still has time for Tau Epsilon Kappa.
And does her work with all good cheer.
A fine little girl is Dorothy Hooper,
And we know it will be a job to coop-her.

OLIVE HOWARD
An Alice O'Donnell is Oliver Howard,
When you see S.S.S. and T.E.K. don't think her forward.
Because T. E. K. and S. S. S. you see,
Are only clubs and she belong to these.
It takes lots of work to keep all of those,
But who else could do it, do you suppose?

1927

WILLIAM RAYMOND HOLLAND
First Lieut, of Officers club, President of Alice O'Donnell,
Being treasurer of Algebra club, he collects all the nickels.
For '26 and '27 he is a member of the base ball team,
We will have to let him write us a theme.
For we all know
That he is on the Staff of the Sentinel and Dynamo.
ROBERT HOLLAND
First Lieutenant of Company E. If you'll wait you'll see
A big surprise is in store for thee.
For Robert is one of the Tech High boys,
And the songs they sing will fill you with joy.
Of the Officers club he belongs,
No we will have to go along.

WILLIAM HUNTLEY
William is a good cadet,
He's an active member of Company F.
He's also a member of the Alice O'Donnell club,
He is a good sport at school and will stand all rubs.
We'll place him against the best in the land,
And I'm sure he'll stand the test like a man.
1927
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ELIZABETH HENDERSON
Elizabeth is our lady fair,
And individual with long hair.
She's a good stenographer, too,
Nothing in typing she can't do.
A good friend, she knows how to be,
If you don't think so, just ask me.
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LEWIS JOHNSON
When the word is given, "Fall in Line,"
He encourages and says that's fine.
About his work we must not chaff,
For he's the First Lieutenant of the staff.
He goes and comes and there's never a slur,
For he's a member of the club of Officers.
HARRY KOFFMAN

JACK JACOBS
Now Jack here we are to you,
Would you like for us to be true?
You are the DeMolay reporter for the Sentinel,
Also member of the Alice O'Donnell.
Being sergeant in R. 0. T. C.
We guess we'd better stop, look, listen, instead of just see.

Second Lieutenant of Company F,
For keeping his part straight he is deft.
For banking he is assistant cashier,
Of him we have no fear.
Member of the Alice O'Donnell and Debating clubs,
We know with all these he is no snub.

ELIZABETH JOHNSON
Elizabeth we all know that you are quiet and unassuming,
Your faithful attendance to Glee club has us all a-humpnig.
Some folks do not know and are trying to guess,
What S. A. T. means and may think it looks like chess.
But I guess it is all right
For you are keeping its meaning, "shut it tight".

BERT LA BUNDY
We've often heard the saying, "Do your bite?"
When they call on Bert he does it.
He's very quiet, modest and self-composed,
We're sometimes afraid of him we impose.
But when a fellow is willing and on time,
We work them to death even if it is a crime.

1927
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LESLIE LANIER
Now listen folks and you will hear,
How we could write about Leslie Lanier.
As fine a fellow as can be,
He is the Captain of Company E.
And he's another we cannot snub,
For he's vice-president of the Officers club.

ELIZABETH LAW
Here is another girl that belongs to the Glee club,
You, the secretary we glad to know that you are no snub.
We happen to overlook the Rainbow,
That, you are a member, we know.
The Tau Epsilon Kappa,
Also claims you, so please don't doze and be called a napper.

EVA LANE
A member of the Glee club is Eva Lane,
She can play the piano as well as sing.
A member of the T. E. K.,
Bright and happy, always gay.
Everyone whom Eva knew,
Found her loyal, staunch and true.

FRED LOHMEYER
Hold to your pocket books and listen here,
Here come Fred, he's the bank cashier.
Treasurer of the Senior class of '27,
He's atter our money, even if he has a grin.
Captain of Company F, member of club DeMolay,
"He knows his onions," may we say?

SAM LOSKOVITZ
We'd like to write a nice verse about Sam,
For at examination time he does not have to be exam.
And the reason for this you can plainly see,
When I tell you he belongs to the Alice O'Donnell History.
The four years at Tech have been hard but sweet,
He'll succeed in life, for he doesn't know the word "defeat."

NORMA MAKOWSKY
Here is a little girl by the name of Norma,
I know she can't be any trouble to her "Mamma.
A member of the S. A. T.,
And everybody is wondering what that can be.
But that's a secret among the twelve,
And we know that she will never tell.
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LORAIN McADEN
Another musician, we have on hand,
We're proud he's a member of the band.
Member of Hi-Y and also football,
But wait just a minute that's not all.
When it comes to other folks speaking,
He understands for he's a member of society of Debating.

WAYNE McCAIN
He's first Lieutenant of Co. H; special class div'sn cashier,
Captain of Military Staff and on the Dynamo, we cheer.
About dead languages there's always a hubbub,
But Wayne doesn't know, he's a member of the Latin club.
Of the school bank he's a commissioner,
Also athletic association manager.

CHARLES McCAIN
Here is Charles McCain,
He's one of the boys that never complain.
When he has any work to get,
He goes ahead and never frets.
He belongs to Company G,
Isn't that grand let's say, "Oh, gee."

American History club and the R. 0. B.,
You are quite popular we see.
A member of the Delta Sigma,
We wonder if at your meetings you serve tea.
Glee club and assistant Advertising Mgr. for the Sentinel,
We hope that in all your work you may excel.

OSCAR McCAIN
He was some class member I'd like to say,
Now he's a member of Hi-Y and the DeMolay.
But baseball he has played for three years,
Yes I'm afraid he has shed many tears.
He likes basketball, I guess that's the reason,
He has played four years straight in basketball season.

James is a member of the Hi-Y,
For which we cannot deny.
What Hi-Y means,
We know not, and it can't even be seen.
But what we can tell,
Is that he belongs to the club Alice O'Donnell.
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MARJORIE MILLER

JAMES McQUIRTER

T H E

DUTRO MURLEY
Oh! we all like to see a contest,
We'll just sit back and take a rest.
For Dutro belongs to the wrestling team,
And for him we have great esteem.
Not only wrestling, he plays football,
I think that covers it all.

DOROTHY NEEL
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GARWOOD ORTMAN
When it comes to giving orders,
Garwood knows how to make the boys say "sir."
For he is corporal of Company E,
And knows how to keep off the shelf.
He is a marshal of the Hi-Y,
So now we'll say goodbye.

FORREST PACE

Dorothy Neel's quite a writer,
Secretary of Delta Sigma, "Sentinel Associate Editor."
President of Glee club, of the R. 0. B. club she is a member,
Elected vice-pres. for the Alice O'Donnell club since Dec.
Of the Rainbow club she always takes their money,
Senior class testator, yet they all call her "honey."

Oh, so you are the newsboy for the day,
I see you are the reporter for the DeMolay.
Now isn't that nice,
For I know he never has to be asked twice.
He also belongs to the Alice O'Donnell History club,
While he's there we'll just skip by without any hubbub.

ISA NEWMAN
Here is Isa Newman,
Another boy that can carry a gun.
He must be smart to talk the foreign languages,
Teaching French would of course bring him good wages.
So we know he belongs to French and Alice O'Donnell clubs,
We'll pass on without much hubbub.

Of clubs he has the Officers and the T,
So we'll just stop and have tea.
He's another of these wrestling fellows,
But when he beats the other one he never crows.
Captain of Company G, last but not least,
Is football, after their games I know they have some feasts.

GEORGE PAPPAS
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CHARLES PEEPLES
Of the DeMolay club he is president,
And for that we know he is always present.
On the Staff we have been told he is First Lieutenant,
Hi-Y and treasurer of Alice O'Donnell, he is some attendant.
On the squad of cheer leaders he is captain,
We'll have to follow him through sunshine and rain.

CLEMENTINE PIPPIN
She collects for the Gamma Delta Sorority nickels and dimes
I know the members hope it won't be for a long time.
She is one of the inseparable trio,
For where one is the others are sure to go.
She is a member of the T. E. K.,
And when you speak to her you must say "Hey."

DORA PASINK
This little girl is Dora Pasink,
When you look at her, you will stop and think.
For as fine a girl as you will find anywhere,
Dark brown eyes and black hair.
She should have been Spanish from the way she speaks it,
Her fingers nimble as can be; as a steno she'll make a hit.

JOHN PORTER
When we look for a football player, and one who is brilliant,
We'll have to find John Porter, who is very diligent.
He also has pretty curls,
And if willing could go with all the girls.
But he's a mathematician,
And does not care for the girls attention.

LELAND PAYTON
Now we have Leland,
We wonder if he likes to play in the sand.
Of course he is a blonde you know,
Naturally the girls with him like to go.
With all this he is quiet and unassuming,
So we'll take him without any altering.

JOSEPHINE READ
T. E. K. and Rainbow club president,
Member of Glee club without an argument.
Of the Girls Reserves, she is a sponsor,
So back to the girls we will refer.
Our humor editor of the Sentinel,
And here we are sure to dwell.
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HATTIEGREEN ROSE
We listen for the bell to ring,
And we must go to the Glee club to sing.
She is the pianist for the crowd,
She plays just right and not too loud.
The secretary of the S. A. T.
On the Dynamo Staff, she has witten all these personals.

ELEANOR LOIS RILEY
Of the S. A. T. club she is a member,
And counted on as being a regular attender.
But listen real carefully and you will hear,
In boookkeeping department she is cashier.
With oodles of money in her command,
We hope some day she can pick her man.

EVELYN RISER
We understand that you too, belong to the S. S. S.,
We wish you would please come to our assistance.
And tell us the meaning of this mystery,
We know that you are a member of Alice O'Donnell History.
But as you are a nice, sweet little girl,
We'll not press, you into the whirl.
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LOIS RIVES
Now here we go to Lois and tell her,
Because she is the T. E. K. reporter.
Of the Sentinel she is assistant editor,
But this kind of work is not a bother.
A member of the Glee club now for a year,
Sing out loud so we all can hear.

J

*

FLORENCE ELEANOR ROME
Now listen little girl you must never roam,
For you are needed right here at home.
Girl Reserve and Glee club vice-president.
To S.A.T. and Alice O'Donnell History club you are sent.
But shucks that isn't the half,
For you are our artist on the Dynamo Staff.

BESSIE RYMER
Being on a championship team for three years,
We would like to know what that means, so open your ears.
Bessie is on the baseball team,
For that she is high up in our esteem.
A member of the S. S. S. and Alice O'Donnell History club,
She is one of the girls we will always, "Lub."
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PAUL SEWELL
You've heard how teachers talk about your misdemeanors,
But all we can find about Paul are of favors.
For his lessons he brings in on time,
He's one of the few, so let's give him a dime.
Each one of us has a favorite sport,
From the way Paul plays football, it must be his fort.

NORMAN SIMPSON
Norman Simpson plays basketball,
You know, he is a well liked boy by all.
Active member of Company E,
And a good hearted fellow as we all see.
As an honest student he is very good,
And has always helped whenever he could.

MARJORIE SIBLEY
Vice-president of the Gamma Delta Sorority,
That is all right as far as we can see.
A member of the Glee club, that's singing,
That's where we shine when we hear the bell ringing.
The T. E. K. club is a chosen few,
But not when they say your dues are due.

CARL SIPPEL
Carl Sippel is a Sergeant in drill,
A harmony boy and talker at will.
He' a member of the club that bears Miss Alice's name,
And he has the "Tech" spirit for he sees every game.
We mustn't forget he's an electrician too,
And just a good student at "Old Tech High School."

HENRY SCHMOLLER
You too, belong to the Tech and Rotary bands,
We'll have to give you our hands.
There is the DeMolay,
You are a member, so we won't stay.
We'll pass on to the Alice O'Donnell,
There the lives and histories of men you do tell.

ALVIN SMITH
Our dear old colors we must never let touch the sod,
So we have Alvin for our Color Guard.
And in guarding those colors he will never budge,
For he stands there as dignified as a judge.
You never catch him romping and jumping,
Because he is quiet and does like stomping.
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LAURA LEE STEPHENSON

ARCHIE STALONS
We know that Archie will always pass,
He's a member of the Alice O'Donnell History club class.
When he's around, we're afraid to purr,
For we understand he is a reporter.
Our names and business I'm afraid he'll get,
And then, Oh, boy he'd make us sweat.

Glee club and R. 0. B.,
Let's us look around and see what we can see.
An Alice O'Donnell and a basketball girl,
Hold your heads and don't let them whirl.
And a Delta Sigma is on the list,
Just because it is the last we won't call it best.

FREDA SOKOL
Glee club and Alice O'Donnell History club she is a member,
But that isn't all, I want you to remember.
Of the S. A. T. she is president,
Yes, of Memphis she is a resident.
And president of the Theta Sigma Tau,
Now don't you think that is simply grand?

RUTH STOKER
Is sweet, quiet and quiet retired,
For her knowledge of history she is much admired.
A member of the club Alice O'Donnell,
She hasn't time to be loved and fondled.
A member of the S. A. T.
We think that is fine as can be.

REEVES STANFIELD
Playing in the band,
Is quite an honor we understand.
For the Sentinel you are the manager of busi-ness,
Having all that work I know you are due a re-cess.
The Alice O'Donnell History club we now find,
Has been found to be the nicest of its kind.

The girl with a smile,
Jolly and friendly all the while.
Secretary of the Girl Reserves,
And here we have this line reserved.
For good and sweet Angelina will always be,
All the way through eternity.
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ANGELINA STRICKLAND

THE

ELIZABETH VACCARO

VANNIE STURDIVANT

Here is where another girl has to serve,
For she is treasurer of the Girl Reserves.
Another member of S. A. T. ,
And under member and clubs there is the Glee.
She is busy from morning till night,
Guess that's the reason she is so bright.

Faithful and earnest,
Ready to do her best,
Kind-hearted and true,
In all there is to do.
Her lessons always she prepares,
No teacher takes her unawares.

DOROTHY VAUGHN

LAWRENCE TUCKER
Another smart boy of our class,
We're going to time him with our hour glass.
A member of the Hi-Y society,
What there is to it, we'd all like to see.
They seem to be quiet and busy as a bee,
If you ask for information they laugh with glee.

MARGARET CAROLYN TOMPKINS
The Rainbow club, R.O.B. and Senior class she is vice-pres't.
When there is work to do she is never absent.
About her work there is no chaff,
For she is on both the Dynamo and Sentinel staff.
Member of the Glee club, and Delta Sigma reporter,
In all your trouble, she will be your adviser.
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Now we want to write about Dorothy Vaughn,
She is capable of blowing her own horn.
A member of the S. A. T.,
If you look in her bonnet you'll find a busy bee.
The Alice O'Donnell History,
Let's ask her to loan us the mystery key.

BEATRICE WANG
Now we'll stop and have a song,
To the Glee club she belongs.
When the notes get very high,
We all look for Beatrice and wonder, "why?"
A member of the T. E. K.,
We'll write some more another day.
1927
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FONTAINE WILLIAMS

CASEY WEHRUM
Against Casey, there is no rub,
For he's a member of the Alice O'Donnell club.
He likes to handle the money,
We never doubt his ability.
For he's assistant cashier,
And to our cries he lends an ear.

RUTH WILLIS
All the members of the clubs we will put together,
The R.O.B., Rainbow, Alice O'Donnell, and the Delta Sigma
Now right here we'll get a thrill,
For she is captain of the Girl's Drill.
Then comes the Sentinel Staff,
Above her verse is her photograph.

ROBERT WEST
Robert West, the encyclopedia true,
Wili always bring knowledge to you.
For he's quite a studious boy,
Is the Senior classes pride and joy.
He is a member of the Alice O'Donnell,
So we know all is well.

DYNAMO**

Now here's a boy I want you to see,
For his favorite subject is History.
We understand he's no orator,
Don't worry about that just listen to his sweet tenor.
We're proud he's a Glee club member,
And we hope to hear him sing some day in a big theater.

•

WEIR WILLIAMS
Wonder why Weir was so quiet at the dance the other night
Guess he was planning his steps in life.
We have often heard, "Hitch your wagon to a star,"
Also the saying, "Twinkle where you are."
But God helps those who help themselves,
So go into the pantry and take down the shelves.

J. W. WILSON
A member of the Alice O'Donnell club and Rotary band,
They play music that's simply grand.
J. W. plays so well, and is such a fine guy,
They made him a member of the Band of Tech High.
Now we have music on all occasions,
And I hope they won't stop during vacation.
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FRANK WOODS
In our English class we went up high,
Frank took us for an aeroplane ride.
The essay of the whole class he wrote,
But then, from his writings we must not quote.
Frank's hair is beautiful and black,
And with the boys he has quite a knack.

WILLIAM WRIGHT
The champion bicycle rider and walker we hold the meter,
For of Germantown he also is the watermelon eater.
To walk in front, an officer he'd have to be,
He's corporal of the first squad of Company G.
His men are not many, just a few,
But they are courageous and true.
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Hon. Rowlett Paine, Mayor of Memphis, Congratulating
Eagle Scout Joe Dalstrom, just before he sailed for
Copenhagen, Denmark to Attend International Jamboree
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POST GRADUATES
EAGLE SCOUT JOE DALSTROM
Joe has been in scouting for over five years, having
joined Troop 14 of Memphis in October, 1921, remaining
in the Troop up until the present time. He has achieved
the rank of "Eagle" Scout, which is the highest scout rank
it is possible to attain. In doing this Joe has earned over
thirty merit badges, some of which are: Camping, Cooking,
Pioneering, Bird Study, First Aid, Swimming and Life
Saving. He is now Junior Assistant Scoutmaster.
In 1924 Joe, along with another Memphis Scout, was
selected to represent Memphis in the try-out for the
American Jamboree Troop which was held in New York.
Both Memphis Scouts were placed in the troop. This troop
was selected from the entire United States to represent her
in the International Boy Scout Jamboree held in Copen
hagen, Denmark. They left New York on July 26th, aboard
the Steamship Leviathan.
After a five day trip they arrived at Southampton and
after a week of sight seeing around London and the near
by places of interest they left for Copenhagen.
The American troop won the Jamboree, giving America
the championship in Scouting.
On the return to America the troop passed through Ger
many, Holland, Belgium and France. Three days were
spent sight seeing in Paris.
The troop left Cherbourg aboard the Steamship Lancastria reaching New York on August 7th, 1924. They dis
banded and the Memphis Scouts returned home having
learned much by the experience.
Last summer Joe was on the 1926 Staff at Camp Waseka,
a Scout camp located near Forrest City, Arkansas.
This summer he will be on the Staff at Kamp Kia Kima
at Hardy, Arkansas. Kia Kima is the Memphis Chick
asaw Council Scout Camp.

HERMAN APPLESON
For '27 he is Battalion Adjutant,
With all his honors he ought to be
jubliant.
For the Officers club he is the secre
tary and treasurer,
With all the problems he is not con
trary.
He goes ahead and never hesitates,
So we know he is a post-graduate.

BAIRD BRENNAN
Baird is another P. G.
His future we cannot forsee.
But if we could fix it,
We'd have it cheerful, happy and e
qu'isite.
He was a member of the Hi-Y,
So we'll let him testify.

*

BURTON CALLICOTT
If you are looking for a friend that's
good,
Go to Burton for he will be true.
Of all the honors, he has won,
We're proud to own him as Tech's
true son.
To add on his name a degree,
The best thing we know if is P. G.

GILBERT GARNER
Another P. G. have we,
He's the kind of a boy we like to see.
He's honest and true blue,
And Tech's proud of you.
He always tries to do the right thing,
If you ever need him, just give him
a ring.
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SENIOR
SMITH-HUGHES

Peabody
To be a Mechanic

Stt ittntuniam

Swimming and Golf

EUGENE BERNERO
Printing
Entered from Riverside
Ambition—Linotype Mechanic
Hobby—Reading and Swimming

RICHARD DIGGONS (V.-P.)
Auto Mechanic
Jefferson
Jazzing cornet hound of Tech
Going with Girls

JAMES HOOD

April 10, 1909

Hap 17,

1920

ilemher (£labb nf Suite

HARRY WAYNE DIXON
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Art Shop
Maury School
Mural Decoration
Wrestling
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SENIOR
SMITH-HUGHES
LOUIE C. ELDER
Electrician
Capleville High School
To be a Lawyer
Baseball and Tennis

ROBERT HARRIS
Auto Mechanic
Peabody
Mechanic
Skipping Class Division
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SENIOR
SMITH-HUGHES
WALTER HENRI CHSEN
Architect
Snowden
To be and Architect
Coin Collecting

WILLIAM J. HOBBS
Electrician
St. Paul
Musician
Drawing

JOHN HEATHCOCK
Auto Mechanic
A. B. Hill
Mechanic
Baseball

VERNON HOY
Printing Shop
Lawler
Linotype Operator
Outdoor Sports

St. Paul
Courting "Girls"
Swimming

PAUL W. KIME
Architect
F. M. I.
To be an Architect
Sports
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SENIOR
SMITH-HUGHES

LOUIS LANE
Automobile Shop
St. Paul

WILLIAM LEE
Entered from A. B
Automobile Shop
Auto Mechanic
Swimming

Skipping Classes

TROY MOORE
Electrical Shcp
St. Paul
Electrical Engineer
Reading

FRANK WHITE
Machine Shop
Treadwell
To be a Policeman
Drilling

BUFORD NICHOLS
Auto Mechanic
Rozelle
Skip Class and Get By
Mechanic

ARTHUR WEST
Electrician
A. B. Hill
To be an Electrician
Baseball and Football

ROBERT C. PEGUES
Architect
Riverside
To be an Architect
Swimming
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CHAS. VUN KANNON
Entered from Pope
Electrical Shop
Electrician
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SENIOR
SMITH-HUGHES
ROY HOSSE
Printing Shop
Guthrie
"Sweet Pappa" ? ? '
Linotype Operator

Machine Shop
Peabody
Civil Engineer
Swimming

Automobile Shop
Rozelle
To be as tall as Mr. Faulk
Working on Fords

HARRY A. WENTZELL, JR.
Architect
Jefferson
To be a Musician
Fishing and Hunting
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FAREWELL TO TECH
Dear Old Tech, to you we owe,
Gratitude for many happy years;
And now that it is time to go
Our parting is with tears.
How we hate to leave behind
The things that have grown so dear,
For we know we'll never find
Such happiness as we have here.
First there was the Freshman days,
We felt so small and shy;
We had to follow in others ways,
But determined "to do or die."
From Freshmen then we gladly passed,
Into the Sophomore year.
The teachers were all learned at last,
And the victory seemed so near.
Next to the Junior class we ascended,
Feeling important and proud;
Picnics, and parties and fun never ended,
With all our praises sung aloud.
Then as Seniors, triumph came;
Happy were we in our success,
But in spite of the conquered fame,
Came a feeling of real distress.
Tech, your walls we hate to leave,
Never can we forget you.
All through our lives we shall weave,
The lessons you taught us true.
All of our teachers we want to praise
For the kindly patience they've shown.
They have started us upon our ways,
And dear to us they've grown.
Now, Old Tech, we realize
Our battle has just begun,
We know we are not worldly wise,
The victory is not yet won.
Even to the most distant nation,
A memory of Tech we would carry;
Filled with love and appreciation,
A vision in our minds to carry.
Hazel Griffin.
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PROPHECY OF THE CLASS OF 1927
It was June 1940, just 13 years after that memorable day
that was the turning point in the lives of the members of the
class of '27. Having had a hard day at work, I decided to
remain at home and take it easy. So picking up a book to
olai j ' f0Und to my surPrise that it was the 1927 Dynamo
Shapes of those good old days were recalled. Hurriedly I
opened the book anxious to discover its contents, for it had
been a long time since I had last read it.
On the very first page was a picture of that famous old
relic known as Tech Hi. It was many and many a year ago
since I had last crossed the corridors of that never-to-beforgotten old building. Years hence it had been destroyed
and m its place now stands a beautiful constructed iunior
high school.
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Our Principal's dream had been realized, for on the once
famous Van Vleet site now stands the most beautiful and
best equipped school in the South. Thanks to the untiring
ettorts of Mr. J. L. Highsaw in procuring such a magnificent institution.
, Page after page brought back memories of those happy
days wdl spent at old Crockett Tech. I could picture each
member of that famous class of '27. Gee! But I would give
anything to see them today. Suddenly I leaped to my feet,
my heart was filled with joy. Possibly my wish could be
realized I distinctly remembered that a sacred vow of that
u"tlr,e ? ass was t0 hold a reunion in 1940. The class parted
*1y ?U- c°mmencement night, determined to succeed
and after thirteen years were to reunite at the new Tech.
nJ,
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t0 Sleep ,thi nking of school days and arose on a
T
m iUDx
1 hurried to the school desirous
°ld trends. I arrived at the school, climbed a

S2L +u ^ stairs, turned to the right and bumped into
SO/ J" L" Hi^hsaw. principal of the
oldTerh ^ if 1" ffkardy
and only a slight touch of gray
+w
Ru fnd
templ®s of this titian-haired old gentleman
was vS
received
a most hearty welcome and he was
SSJ3t
T
indeed glad to see me, as I was to see him.
hin PrfVate office> and whom should I
Gresham, private secretary to Mr.

™ xX
S fnd w' Jf,r-.I?lghsaw said he had some business to attend
hniid*^ +L°m US later" So Velma and I decided to give
leisurely strolled about discuL?ni d?fWpntTe OVer,A
topics-. After wandering around, we finaiiw f f
f
nally entered the gigantic auditorium where we were as

sembled. I was anxious to see my old classmates and hear
how each was getting on in the world.
So we decided to wait near the door and as each one
entered, hear what he or she had accomplished during
the long interval After approximately half an hour had
passed, the first arrival was ushered in. It proved to be our
former class president, Joe Brinkley, who was accompanied
by his wife. Joe has been graduated from West Point and
is now Major-General in United States Army. Next came
Fred "Fritz" Lohmeyer and Wayne McCain, President and
Vice-Presidnt, rspectfully, of the Bank of Commerce.
We were shortly interrupted in conversation by the appearance of Lena Caswell. Lena's life long ambition had
been fulfilled, for she was now Prima Donna of the Metropolitan Opera Company. Next to arrive was Raymond
Holland, who is head of a system of hotels operating in all
the leading cities of the United States.
J. W. Wilson, now one of the leading architects of this
section of the country, next put in his appearance. L. D.
Cronin, superintendent of the General Electric Co., of Erie,
Penn., and Carl Sippel who now owns a large radio wholesale factory in Memphis, came together. It seemed as
though the members were very slow in arriving, but that
can be attributed to the fact the r, they had to come all over
the country. The following is the manner in which all arrived, some by themselves, others in groups of two, three
and four: Georgiana Ballew, one of the greatest girl athletes ever developed at Tech, is now coach of girls' athletics
at a large school in New York. Under her excellent tutelage, three consecutive championships have been won.
Frank Woods is now game warden of Shelby County.
Watch out you bull shooters. Frances Dickerson and Marjorie Miller have established a beauty parlor in what was
formerly known as Binghamton, but now a beautiful section
of Memphis. Norma ^Makowsky is a trained nurse in a
government hospital in Charlotte, N. C. Sophia Bullion is
a very finished lawyer, being one of the very few successful
women lawyers in the country. Orville "Simp" Demuth is
the worthy successor of Lieutenant Philip Sousa. In his
famous band of over one hundred pieces is found Alexander
Crab, star sousaphone player; Loraine McAden, trombone
soloist; Chester Brewer, saxophonist and Henry Schmoller,
cornet soloist.

1!

Evelyne Baird is now leading lady to William Edmondston, both of whom are movie stars in Hollywood. Evelyne's
beautiful red hair has just simply captured the American
public. Newell Burns in now editor of perhaps the greatest newspaper in the world, The New York Times. On his
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staff is Casey Wehrum, head of the city circulation depart
ment; Lyman Fowler, sporting editor and Sam Loskovitz,
reporter.
George Dhuy is city electrician of Birmingham, Alabama.
Aaron Bluestein is professor of mathematics at the U. S.
Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland. Thanks to his many
experiences in grading papers for Mr. Faulk. It was now
about ten o'clock and as yet not one half of the class had
arrived. The room was fairly buzzing with the busy hum
of conversation. A long line of fine young men and women
came streaming down the hall.
First of this number to enter the auditorium was Bessie
Rymer, a picture of perfect health. Bessie has just recent
ly been hailed as the champion woman swimmer of the
world, by successfully conquering the English Channel.
She clipped two hours off the previous record, thereby
setting a new record for both men and women. It seemed
as though the class of '27 was destined to turn out many
champions, for right behind Bessie, proudly strutted George
Pappas, now champion heavyweight wrestler of the world.
George has for three years successfully turned back all as
pirants to his throne. Fontaine Williams is champion
chess player of the world. Edison Ayers has taken the
place of William Byrd as an explorer. He has successfully
sailed over the South pole on a non-stop flight in record
time. He had as his mechanic, Morris Baron.
Garwood Ortman has established a laboratory in Kalama
zoo, Michigan and is now one of the leading chemists in
the country. Many new formulas have been uncovered by
Garwood, and he has contributed much to the world of
science. Julian Curry is pastor of a church in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Edmund Bee is floor manager in a big depart
ment store in St. Louis, Missouri. Lawson Danielson and
Louis Johnson are in the real estate business in Miami,
Florida. The Johnson & Danielson real estate firm has
earned quite a bit of "mazuma" for these two gentlemen.
James "Lefty" McQuirter, who always seemed to be cut
out for a genius of some kind is now a novel inventor. In
cluded in his repertoire is a non-mistakable typewriter
which refuses to type misspelled words. Olive Howard^ is
his secretay and their office is in Atlanta, Georgia. For
further informaton, see McQuirter for inventions. "Little"
Tommie Gentry and Mae Bel! Bowling, always famed for
their ability to dance, have been headliners of the Capitol
Theatre, New York, for a period of fifteen months and are
still as popular as ever.
Eva Lane and Hattiegreen Rose are teachers in the art of
piano playing. James Ellis and Paul Sewell are part own
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ers in a sporting goods store in New Jersey. Geraldine
Bassett is matron in the new junior high school. Eleanor
Riley is head librarian in the Cossitt Library. Ruth Stoker
is a fancy dancer, giving exhibitions at the leading social
events of Memphis. Beatrice Wang is a stenographer at
the Ford Motor Company.
Lawrence Tucker is a traveling salesman, selling Fuller
brushes. Reeves Stanfield is chief of the Memphis Fire
Department. John Porter is first string catcher of the
Detroit Tigers baseball team. Archie Stalons is a firstclass dentist. Attaboy, Archie, everybody's pulling for you
and you are pulling for everybody. Florence Rome is an
artist of great renown, having just returned from Europe
where she has been studying. Katherine Buss is a sculpturess, having turned out many great pieces of art.
Charles Peebles is an automobile salesman, representing
the Stanley Steamer Motor Company. Margaret Tomp
kins, Dorothy Neel and Ruth Willis have opened up a school
of music, specializing in the ukelele and banjo. Dorothy
Vaughn and Elizabeth Law have formed an expression and
elocution class. Leland Payton is an indoor decorator and
sign painter. Forrest Pace is a florist. Isa Newman has
turned out to be an undertaker.
Charles and Oscar McCain are engravers of great ability.
Norman Simpson is an insurance agent for the Prudential
Life Insurance Company. Hazel Griffin is a poet, being
recognized as one of America's leading woman writers of
verse. Dora Pasink is private secretary of Thurman
"Droopy" Camp, president of the Camp, Callicott & Dalstrom Lumber Company, Kansas City. William Callicott and
Joe Dalstrom are Camp's partners. Georgia Colby is now
one of the greatest writers of fiction of the modern age.
Billy Wright is a big contractor, having recently cons
tructed a seventy-two story office building in Chicago. In
this building can be found the office of Dr. Alvin Smith.
Also the office of Weir Williams and Edward Daley, at
torneys at law. Nellie Eppes is a tutor in a private school.
Rollin Goldsby is publisher of a new magazine, recently
on the market. Jack Jacobs owns a large wholesale dry
goods store. Emily Harris and Josephine Read are now
instructors of fancy dancing at the Read-Harris Dancing
Academy, Boston, Massachusetts.
Dorothy Hooper, Mary Clementine Pippin and Marjorie
Sibley, "The Big Three of Tech" are all located at the
Hooper & Co., dealers in Ladies' Toggery. Mildred Broome
is married and living in Los Angeles, California. Bessie
Gilliland is connected with the Memphis Hat Shoppe.
Harry Rubenstein is governor of the State of Texas. Eliza-
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beth Johnson is owner of a chain of beauty parlors operat
ing in different sections of the country. Evelyn Riser and
Lois Rives operate one of these Johnson Beauty Parlors in
Cleveland, Ohio.
It is plainly evident that the women are no longer a back
number. For Elizabeth Henderson is a representative of
the state legislature. Eleanor Hahn is head teller of the
First National Bank. Lucy Guidi is an air mail pilot of
the U. S. Mail Service. Clarence Green is city tax assessor.
Dutro Murley is one of the biggest cotton magnates of the
entire South. Earl Atkinson is staff photographer of the
Denver Post, Denver, Colorado. Laura Lee Stephenson is
a great Evangelistic speaker, thrilling the entire country
with her sermons. Freda Sokol is a designer of unique
costumes to be worn at all fancy dress balls in Washington,
D. C.
Joseph Albert is senator from Indiana. Otis Beckham is
the new "speed king" of the Daytona Beach Drive, Daytonia, Florida. His latest feat was to- push his Peerless at
the amazing speed of four miles per minute. Lura Burke
has used her knowledge of Physics to its greatest extent,
having recently completed a text book on the subject. Vannie Sturdivant is ambassador to Czecko Slovakio. Harry
Koffman is a high class jeweler in Spokane, Washington.
Bert LaBundy is head of the civil engineering department
of the U. S. Government.
Sarah Covich is Governor-General of the Philippine
Islands. Leslie "Runt" Lanier is general manager of the
Dupont Powder Company, Dover, Delaware. Robert West
is head of the West Business College, successor to Macon &
Andrews, Memphis. Elizabeth Vaccaro is a judge of the
Federal Court in Washington, D. C. Angelina Strickland
is a science teacher at Southwestern University. Jack
Branch is superintendent of the Philadelphia Street Rail
way Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Newell Burns
is general manager of the Loeb Stone Company, Memphis.
It was now 11:45 and it seemed as though all were
present. Joe Brinkley took the chair and called the house
to order. After discussing plans for the evening, he men
tioned that two members were unaccounted for, but just
at that time the door was roughly opened, and in walked
none other than Robert Holland and William Huntley, late
as usual. They are both famous detectives from Steele,
Missouri. A motion was made and unamously carried to
adjourn and repair to the dining hall.
(Scene shifted to dining hall). All assembled about the
table which was beautifully decorated with the gold and
the blue, with Mr. Highsaw acting as toastmaster. Some
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thing seemed lacking, but I couldn't think of what it was.
It wasn't long though, until I realized what it was, for
presently our beloved class division teacher of '27, Miss
Effie Wright, Miss Mary Lee Karr, and assistant principal
Miss Alice O'Donnell, appeared. A rousing reception was
accorded them, and everyone sat down to enjoy a luxurious
ly prepared meal.
We danced and sang—-but it would be impossible to de
scribe the many events that occured after dinner, but every
one seemed to enjoy himself to the fullest extent.
Once more the time came to part, and once more my heart
was filled with sadness. The mere thought of parting with
such a fine group of young men and women, chilled me
through and through. But all things are not always what
one would want them to be. So I started my journey home
ward, tired but happy as I recalled the incidents of the day.
As I wearily plodded on, I could distinctly remember the
last toast. Over and over it rolled in my mind. "Here's
to the class of '27"—
"May we always be youthful and laughing and gay,
Until our last dear companion drops smiling away?"
GORDON BAUM, Prophet.
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT OF
THE '27 CLASS
Known to all be these presents, that we, THE SENIOR
CLASS of 1927, of Tech High School, of the State of
Tennessee; the city of Memphis; and the county of
Shelby, feeling that privileges as being Seniors cannot
last forever, and that some of the lower classmen must
have some show in high school life, wishing to square
ourselves in all things necessary, being in sound mind,
memory, and judgment at the time of making and pub
lishing do make and declare this to be our last will and
testment in manner and form, to wit:
Section I. That all our funeral expenses and unpaid
dues shall be paid by our inferiors.
Section II. We hereby bequeath to the faculty our love
and obedience.
Section III. We hereby bequeath to the Juniors our
beloved teachers, Miss Wright and Miss Karr. If they are
as sweet to you as they have been to us, "God Bless
Them!"
To the Sophmores we do bequeath all the rat holes and
pets around the building.
To the Freshies we hereby bequeath our four years of
hard work, also the pleasures that we have had while
at Tech.
Section IV. We hereby bequeath the following lega
cies to wit:
Clementine Pippin bequeaths her large black ear-rings
to Elizabeth Quinichet.
Dorothy Hooper to Lorell Gross her beautiful long eye
lashes. May they do for you what they have done for Dot.
Majorie Sibley to Evelyn Quinichet bequeaths her jet
black hair.
Bessie Rymer and Georgiana Ballew leave to Geraldine
Massey and Idel Winters their basket-ball training.
Harry Koffman to Bonny Hicks his power of staying
awake in Miss Gill's room.
Clarence Green to "Red" McDaniels his red hair.
Joseph Albert to Edward Allen his love of speaking
Spanish.
Ruth Stoker bequeaths to Majorie Emmonds her
blushes and giggles.
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J. W. Wilson to Paul Webster his love for getting to
school on time.
Otis Beckham leaves to Fred Kuhn his speedometer
and famous line.
John Porter to James Papia his good looks, and curly
hair.
Nelly Eppes to Katherine Ludlow leaves her gold tooth.
Freda Sokol leaves her knowledge of algebra to Earl
Pate.
Weir Williams leaves his way of talking to himself to
Hobart Dees.
Robert West leaves his love for shorthand to J. R.
Williams.
Morris Baron leaves his pale complexion to Harry
Jonas.
Edmund Bee leaves his latest dance steps to Leslie
Mason.
Joe Brinkley leaves his high offices and popularity to
Scott Hitter.
Aaron Bluestein leaves his way of braying to Mayo
Burton.
William Edmondston leaves his love for winning two
tickets to Pantages for neatness to J. C. Caruthers.
Laura Lee Stephenson leaves her red hair to Evelyn
Crenshaw.
Orville Demuth to Walter Sutton his position as band
director.
Joe Daldstrom leaves his scout works to Francis Boyd.
Lyman Fowler bequeaths to Paul Smith his love of
brunettes.
Edward Daley to Earl Crouch his good looks.
Dorothy Vaughn and Elizabeth Henderson leave their
old fashioned idea of long hair to Eugenia Meadows.
Angelina Strickland to Juanita Oldham her seat in sixth
period music class.
Fontaine Williams bequeaths his mustache to Arthur
Jurgens.
Alvin Smith leaves to Bunn Crawford his ability of being
a good salesman.
Josephine Read to Lena Pasink leaves her long finger
nails.
Carl Sippel leaves his radio experience to Edward
Gerstel.
Paul Sewell leaves his ability to "fix things up" to
H. J. McRae.
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Baird Brennan to Aubrey Schaffer his love for writing
rebutals.
Herman Appleson to Harold Holloman his love for up
holding brunetts.
Julian Curry leaves his punctures and prayers to
William Campbell.
William Callicott leaves his love for reciting poetry in
English to Harry Maddox,
Eleanor Hahn leaves her motto "Stand Up and Grow
Tall" to Sadie Lee Cowan.
Eva Lane bequeaths to Freddie Wheatley a few pounds
of flesh.
Margaret Tompkins to Lois Gresham her "elecuting"
and "Ukelating".
Jack Branch leaves his love of skipping class to Baxter
Turnage.
Gordon Baum leaves his well prepared notes on prom
inent debating subjects to Walter Stager.
Newell Burns leaves his weekly gift of "Bids" to Earl
Pate.
Thurman Camp bequeaths his presidency of the Hi-Y
to Arthur Jurgens.
Evelyn Riser to Eleanora Adams her knowledge of
what has gone on in this old world before us. "Mercy Me."
Dora Pasink bequeaths her last supply of make-up to
Glenden Fite.
Casey Wehrum leaves his paper route to Paul Webster.
Frank Woods to Charles Schwartz his quiet ways.
Lawrence Tucker to Leon Ferguson leaves his maga
zines.
Archie Stalons leaves his "shieky" ways to John Welch.
Reeves Stanfield leaves his ability to come to the aid
of "Ladies in distress" while taking tests to Melville Tant.
Evelyne Baird bequeaths her secretarial position to
Audilee Sills. (Secretary to Him.)
Lura Burke to Margaret Camp leaves her quiet ways.
Sophia Bullion bequeaths to Chester Loop (Luke) her
uke.
Robert Holland leaves his love of singing in the assem
bly hall to Curtis Person.
Lena Caswell to Edith Parks leaves her high soprano
voice.
Olive Howard leaves her permanent smile to Eleanor
Reid.
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Marjorie Miller leaves her admit slips to Laura Lee
Woods.
Georgia Colby leaves her ability to win prizes on essays
to Eugenia Meadows.
Elizabeth Law leaves her readings to Mildred Parker.
Dutro Murley leaves his French to James Seat.
Leland Payton leaves his hard studying in the senior
year to Van Laushe.
Jack Jacobs bequeaths his right attitude (while normal
10) to Dudley Percifall.
George Pappas leaves his wrestling ability to Hugh
Davis.
Charles Peeples leaves his love for red heads to Russell
McGonagill.
Ruth Willis bequeaths her sweet disposition to Helen
Miller.
Sam Loskovitz leaves his corner for selling papers to
Brice Woods.
Bert La Bundy leaves his handsomeness to Emmett Sell.
Louis Johnson bequeaths to Marion Weir his flirtatious
ways.
Hattigreen Rose bequeaths to Evelyn Law her willing
companionship with everyone.
Rollin Goldsby to Russell Craig his knowledge of
English.
Fred Lohmeyer bequeaths his car to Ed. Nicholson to
run errands for the next senior class.
Lois Reeves leaves her large supply of kodak pictures
to Winnie Hutchens.
William Wright bequeaths to Leon Ferguson his girl
shyness.
Elizabeth Vaccaro leaves her musical memory to Sarah
John Posey.
Margaret Reed leaves all her kith and kin to Mary Berryhill.
Vannie Sturdivant leaves her love for taking long trips
to Alyne Taylor.
Norma Makowsky to Mary Vogt leaves her brilliancy.
Beatrice Wang leaves her ambition to get thru school
with as little studying as possible to Hortense Parks.
Edison Ayers leaves his experience in flying to J. W.
Hicks.
Hazel Griffin bequeaths her presidency of the Phi
Gamma Si to Vivian Wallace.
Lucy Guidi to Doris Davis her punctuality.
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Raymond Holland leaves his latest receipt book on
"How to cook mid-night lunches for nine girls", to Larry
Kimball.
Leslie Lanier leaves his R. O. T. C. Company to Birchett
Cage.
Wayne McCain leaves his modesty to Jack Woodmansee.
James McQuirter bequeaths to Shorty Davis his ways
with the ladies.
Bessie Gilliland to Lena Evans her dirty locker. Keep
it better than Bessie did.
Katherine Buss bequeaths to Mary Katherine Madre
her slow motion.
Mildred Broome to Opal Pike leaves her lustrious eye
brows.
Majorie Miller leaves her unequaled beauty to Margaret
Jackson.
Elizabeth Johnson leaves her sweet face to Josephine
May.
Emily Harris leaves to Nell Kennedy her permanent
wave.
L. D. Cronin leaves to Delmar Woodard his way with
getting in with the teachers.
Lawson Danielson bequeaths to Albert Brandli his seat
in Mr. Tipton's room at the sixth period.
Thomas Gentry leaves his jointless body to John
Dickerson.
Frances Dickerson bequeaths all her tardy marks to
Agnes Shanks.
Gilbert Garner leaves his smile to William Jones.
Geraldine Basset to Louise Rodgers her love to do good.
Mae Bell Dowling leaves her beautiful blonde hair to
Estelle Pashby.
Velma Gresham bequeaths all her secrets in vamping
to Gretchen Miller.
Jimmy Ellis leaves his football experience to Ben Ep
stein.
Florence Rome to Janelle Sudlow her success in the
Girl Reserves.
Alexander Crabb bequeaths his contentment as to being
a DeMolay.
Garwood Ortman leaves his knowledge of algebra to
Hyman Mogy.
Normaif Simpson leaves his quiet ways to W. D. Fondren.
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Lorain McAden leaves Miss Cullen's door for John
Welch to push Fay Davis through.
Charles McCain leaves his seat in Miss Wright's room
for Herman Gunther to sit in.
Sarah Covich leaves her table at the library to Carrie
Craig.
Dorothy Neel bequeaths her chatter box to Louise
Jones.
Section V. We hereby nominate, constitute and appoint
our said trustees, Ruth Willis and Raymond Holland, execu
tors of this, our last will and testament.
SENIOR CLASS,
Dorothy Neel, Testator.
Joe Brinkley, Class President.
Signed, sealed and acknowledged by the Senior Class
of 1927 to be their last will and testament, in our presence,
and in the presence of the class, and in the presence of
each other, subscribe our names as witnesses, at Tech
High School, Memphis, Tennessee, this the 15th day of
April, A. D. 1927.
Mildred Broome, Witness.
George Pappas, Witness.
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HISTORY OF THE SENIOR CLASS OF '27
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In the early part of September, 1923, a band of eightgraders marched on a fortress of knowledge—known as
Tech High. A rather confident and chesty band it was,
too—for had it not already conquered the citidel of grammar school? This band became the Senior Class of '27,
but before we became seniors, we underwent many scholastic hardships, and overcame many obstacles in the path
of learning. We became Freshmen and we were as
"green" as any Freshman that ever trod the earth. We
bought "meal tickets" for use in the lunch room, joined
the "swimming class" on the fourth floor and fell for
many other traps laid to catch unwary newcomers. However, we soon learned not to "bite" and began to enjoy
ourselves, until like a thunder bolt out of a clear sky,
came the mid-term exams. We entered our exam rooms
feeling very much as if we were going to the death chamber. We scratched our heads, chewed up our pencils and
finally wrote down what we knew, (or thought we knew),
and turned in our papers. After an agony of suspense,
we received- our reports, and found that we had passed
by the skin of our teeth. We went our way, rejoicing
that we were at least one-half upper classmen.
Then came June and more exams and after another
titanic struggle we emerged as full-fledged Sophomores.
We felt our own importance keenly, for we were Fresh
men no more. However, we were called down at regular
intervals by our teachers, who informed us that we were
just as dumb as ever. As the year progressed, we became
more and more convinced that we were not so brilliant
as we first imagined, and we began to look forward to
the time when we would become Juniors. And in due
time, after many scholastic hardships, we become
Juniors. As Juniors, we organized and elected the fol
lowing officers. John Porter was elected president,
Thomas Gentry, vice-president and Julian Curry, secre
tary. The class being organized, many get-to-gether meet
ings and entertainments were held. A weiner roast was
held in the fall, and we all ate as many weiners as we
possibly could, and enjoyed ourselves tremendously. The
next event of importance was a dance at the home of
Margaret Tompkins. The entire class was present and
some of the members of the faculty. The affair was a
grand success, and everyone had a glorious time. Before
the term was over another dance was enjoyed at the
home of Mrs. Wallace Locke, an Avalon Place. This one
was well attended, and an unusually good time was had
by everyone who was present.
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Our junior year passed very swiftly, and almost before
we knew it, we had returned to school as full-fledged
seniors. At last our ambitions were realized, and we were
SENIORS, the lords of all the earth. We soon organized,
and elected officers —Joe Brinkley was elected presi
dent,
Margaret Tompkins,
vice-president, Velma
Gresham, secretary, Fred Lohmeyer, treasurer, and
Julian Gurry, chaplain. Following the organization, we
started off our good times by holding a weiner roast at
Overton Park. We overestimated our capacity for
weiners, and as a consequence felt terrible the next day.
Then one morning we assembled in class division, and
were called down to the girls' meeting room. We went,
fearful of we knew not what, but our fears were speedily
nut at rest. The girls had kept a secret (imagine it!),
and had gotten up a Halloween party for the boys, with
out a single boy knowing anything about it. The party
coming as a surprise, made it all the more enjoyable,
and everyone had a gloriously hilarious time.
At Christmas time the boys, iri return, surprised the
g:rls with a party. A "fish-pond" was arranged and every
one received a gift. Miss Wright was presented with a
bridge lamp for her new home, and Miss Karr was given
a beautiful purse. However these gifts were not pulled
out of the fish-pond. This party was a delightful sequal
for the girls' Halloween party. Between these entertain
ments was the first Senior dance, held at the home of
Evelyn Riser. This was one of the outstanding affairs of
the year, as practically every senior was present. Another
dance was held at Miss Wright's new home and everyone
had the usual good time. The girls again entertained the
boys—this time with a dance. This dance was also held
at Miss Wright's home. Every senior entertainment went
over with a "bang" and this one was far from being an
exception.
, , .
The remainder of the class officers were selected in
the Spring. Hazel Griffin was chosen as class poetress,
Gordon Baum as prophet, Dorothy Neel as testatrix, and
L D Cronin as historian. The Red Rose was chosen as
the class flower, and "Build for character, not for fame' ,
was adopted as the class motto. The Parent-Teachers
gave the Seniors an entertainment which everyone en
joyed very much. Other entertainments, too numerous
to mention were held, to which the Seniors were invited.
All in all, the Class of '27 had a better time and enjoyed
itself more than any class that ever graduated from
Tech. In fact, this class had more "real good" times, had
the best teachers, and had the finest bunch of boys and
girls of any class that has ever graduated from any school
in the whole world.
L. D. CRONIN, Historian.
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OFFICERS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Seated—Edith Taylor, corresponding secretary; Florence Chaffee,
treasurer; Edrie Schmidt, recording secretary.
Standing—Irby O'Brien, president; Julian Lohmeyer, auditor and
Harold (Chubby) Weller, vice-president.

TECH HIGH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
It may aptly be said that the Tech High Alumni Asso
ciation is today but an infant. Though its existence has
been short, much has transpired since its organization.
Five years ago, in 1922, a small group of Tech pioneers
met at the Hotel Gayoso and formed the nucleus around
which has been built a large, wide-awake alumni asso
ciation. ^The first president of the association was Miss
Alice O'Donnell. Under her keen supervision the associa
tion began the growth and developement that has con
tinued until the present day.
John S. Mosby, now a full-fledged lawyer, was elected
the second president. In 1925 Julian Lohmeyer became
leader of the fast growing organization. Under his able
leadership the Scholorship Fund was established. Also,
since the 1925 meeting it has become the custom of the
association to entertain the football team as guest of
1 927
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honor with a banquet in conjunction with the regular an
nual meeting, held in December.
Irby O'Brien was elected to assume the presidency,
of the association during the year 1927. His able corps
of assistance are as follows:
Harold Weller, vice-president; Miss Edrie Schmidt,
recording secretary; Miss Florence Chaffee treasurer;
Miss Edith Taylor, corresponding secretary; and Julian
Lohmeyer, auditor.
This splendid staff of officers consists of the cream
of Tech High graduates and has planned many big things
for Tech. One of the aims of these officers of the associa
tion is the maintenance and enlargement of the Scholor
ship Fund. The chief aim, at present, however, is to swell
the membership of the organization, impressing always
upon the graduates that it is a duty and a moral obligation
for them to unite with the association and join in the big
pull for Tech. It is not the chief aim of an alumni body
to merely establish a society, a spirit of fellowship. The
fundamentals of the purpose of an organization of this
kind is to create for Tech a parent organization with its
various members scattered through the business world,
thus establishing for the Alma Mater a powerful outside
influence.
Thus it is just a matter of a few years when Tech has
standing at its back, bankers, capitalists, business men
and captains of industry. That is the principal aim of the
Tech High Alumni Association of today. That high aim
can be accomplished and will be accomplished if those
who graduate will but fullfill their part and unite with
the association.
With the materialization of our fondest dream, that
of having a new Tech, there presents itself a very promis
ing future for the Tech Alumni Association. The devel
opement of this great school will also mean the rapid
growth of its alumni association.
During the seven years of Tech's existence many of its
graduates have gone out into other greater and higher
fields. Some have gone to our great universities and col
leges in search of higher and broader branches of learn
ing. Many have entered the business and commercial
world. What the Tech graduates are doing we are sub
mitting here, with a short list of some of their work.
Among these will be found many who are famous in the
annuals of Tech history.
Andrew Miller
Swift and Company
Matthew Allen
U. of T. Dental College
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Demans Allen ....Technician Vt. Hospital, Lake City, Fla.
Tom Austin
Western Union
Ben Bernatsky
Western Union
Don Baily
May Lumber Company
Clarence Balton
University of Tennessee
Peyton Faulk
Missouri Pacific Railway Co.
Robert Ferguson
Witzman-Stuber Piano Co.
Hulet Franklin
House-Bond Hardware Co.
Ruth Hukenbeck
-Washington University
Malcolm Huffman
Attorney-at-law
Curtis Higginbotham
......Attorney-at-law
Guy Hurley
University of Tennessee
Charles Gronauer
Carnigie School of Technology
Hulet Johnson
U. S. Engineers
Ada Gilky
Press-Scimitar
David Jones
Western Union
William Klotz
University of Tennessee
Carter Leflar
Tayloe Paper Co.
Julian Lohmeyer
Teller, Union and Planters Bank
Lucy Luna
Office, Goldsmith
Guy Morton
Western Union
John Moore
Western Union
Ben Moore
Western Union
Hall Mosher
N. O. Nelson Co.
Earl Miller
U. of T. Pharmaceutical College
Andrew Miller
Union University at Jackson
Robert Meek
N. O. Nelson Co.
Richard McGee
Cooke Cotton Co.
Martha McGee
Frank Hayes Co.
James McDaniels
Goldsmith Office
Mallory Mattice
Memphis Power and Light Co.
Herbert Nathan
Union and Planters Bank
Annie New
Famous-Players Lasky Picture Co.
George Newton
Cornell University
Irby O'Brien
Illinois-Central Railway
Ruby Patton
King-Haase Furniture Co.
Walter Pinner
North Memphis Bank
Lillian Palaski
....Southwestern University
Emily Preston
Armour Food Co.
Carl Papia
Baptist Bible Inst, at New Orleans
Anna Papia
Baptist Bible Inst, at New Orleans

Charles Scherer
Union and Planters Bank
Edrie Schmidt
Lee Tire Company
Harry Smith
Colorado School of Mining
Sarah Smith
Technician at Baptist Hospital
Spencer Spore
Anderson-Tully
Baker Springfield
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
Juanita Spark
Hull-Dobbs
Hurd Sutton
..Marx and Bensdorf
Mary Thompson
Monarch Film Supply Co.
Robert White
New York Insurance Co.
Harold Weller
Weller Brothers Tires
Paul Allen
North Memphis Bank
John Bevans —
Mack's Miracle Store
Arthur Bill
Merchants Cotton Company
Clinton Curry
Business College
George Davis
Bank of Commerce
Maurine Davis
State Teacher's College
Maurice Fracchia
Union and Planters Bank
Sam Goldstein
Asst. Superv'sor Recreation Dept.
Flora Hart —
U. of T. Medical College
Dennis Henley
Mississippi A. and M.
Mollie Hill
Technician at Methodist Hospital
Margaret Truman
State Teacher's College
Vivian Keltner
Dr. Anthony's office
Alberta Kime
Nurse at Baptist Hospital
James Klaer
Hessig-Ellis Drug Co.
Charles Lesser
Southwestern University
J. D. Letsinger
,
...Asst. in Weather Bureau
Walter Napier
Standard Oil
Jolly Oswalt
University of Tennessee
Annabelle Poezolt
.. .Lowenstein's Office
Louis Rector
.Chickasaw Coal Co.
Everet Reneger
Memphis Law School
Robert Ringwald
Bank of Commerce
J. C. Strickland
Washington and Lee University
Madie Smith
Buick Motor Car Co.
Lillian Tucker
Hall-Moody College, Martin, Tenn.
Norman Woodmansee
Memphis Law School
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JUST AN OLD-FASHIONED SPOT
(Sophia Bullion and Velma Gresham)

As the years roll back in mem'ry now it seems
Just a shortened day, and now we part,
But as mem'ry clings, lighted up with dreams—
Tech, you'lj be always the love of my heart—
With a love untold—true to the blue and the gold,
May the years prove each of us to be
Worthy to acclaim your ever honored name,
Fondness will ever recall thoughts of thee—
Chorus:
Just an old-fashioned spot in the heart of my dreams,
'Tis old Tech and dear 'twill remain;
Tho time has rolled on and it's old-fashioned now
And the years they have kissed it again.
But I love each gray stone that is aged and o'ergrown,
Each nook holds a memory grand—
It's part of my heart, I owe that I am—
What I may be, to the gift of her hand.
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OFFICIALS PARENT-TEACHER ASSN.

Standing—left to right—Mrs. Gerstel, Mrs. Hurley, Miss Gill.
Sitting—left to right—Mrs. Holland, Miss Reilly, Mrs. Schwarz,
Mrs. O'Brien.

PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION
In the fall of 1919 letters were sent out to the Patrons of
Tech High School by Professor Highsaw urging them to
meet and organize a Parent-Teacher Association. The
first meeting was held November 25, 1919. Much has been
accomplished since that time. A matron, Mrs. Jordan,
was secured for the school and a teachers' rest room fitted
up. Each year since its organization the Association has
sent one or more delegates to the State Convention. The
first president was Mr. W. M. Wilkerson, who served four
years. Mrs. R. G. Sutton was elected president May, 1923,
and served one year. The Association at this time had
twenty-three paid members.
Much work has been accomplished the past few years,
our one aim being to build up our membership. Today we
have one hundred and five paid members, every member
active, thirty-seven members of faculty honorary members;
also Professor Jones, Miss Alice O'Donnell, Mrs. G. W. Gar
ner and Mrs. J. D. Pierce. Our social service department
1927
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has certainly done fine work the past three years. Miss
Alice and Mrs. Garner are in charge of these committees.
They have cared for many of our boys and girls. The
association furnishes a special fund for their work, books,
lunch, money and care for and in many instances clothing
has been provided for them.
Our school supply table is our main resource. Mrs.
Ed Holland, our most capable chairman is on the job every
day and we certainly do not know what we would do with
out her. Our Senior mothers are on the job too this year
and gave a party for the class in the old Van Vleet home
which will soon be torn down and our beautiful new Tech
High, the finest school in the south will be built.
The present officers of the association are:
Mrs. W. A. Brown
President
Mrs. E. Schwarz
1st Vice-President
Miss Ella Gill
2nd Vice-President
Mrs. Ed Holland
3rd Vice-President
Miss Ella Reilly
4th Vice-President
Mrs. H. E. Hurley
5th Vice-President
Mrs. Geo. O'Brien
Recording Secretary
Mrs. Abe Gerstel
Corresponding Secretary
Mrs. G. W. Garner
Accounting Secretary
Mrs. Ed Dalstrom
Treasurer
Our association was first to give Life Membership in
Tennessee Students Loan Fund. This membership was
given October 28, 1923 in honor of and to our beloved As
sistant Principal, Miss Alice O'Donnell. We were also first
to conduct the school supplies table.
When the Parent-Teachers Movement was made to put
Kindergardens in our public schools, our association felt
that it was such a great undertaking that we wanted to have
a part in it so we have contributed $45 or $5 a month to
help finance them. As has been the custom of the associa
tion each year since its organization, we will entertain the
Senior Class on May 27. For the past three years, the
Junior Class have been joint hostess with us in a supper
and dance at the Casino in Overton Park.
We have started the fund for our curtain for the New
School. Mrs. Gerstel gave a Bunco Party and raised $35.
Each chairman has planned some kind of entertainment
during the year to raise $5 or more for this fund.
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SERGEANT JAMES W. ADAMS
Tech High Drill Master—Winner of Five Competitive Drills
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npECH HIGH

School chal*• lenges any high school se
nior to show a better record
than that of Cadet Colonel
Joseph Gentry Brinkley.
President of the Senior Class.
Cadet Colonel Memphis R. O.
T. C.
President of the Cardinals.
Quarter-back Football team.
Captain Basketball team.
Captain Baseball team.
Champion Debater.
Prize in Literature.
Winner of Jim Quinn Medal
knock-out drill 1927.
Medal knock-out drill Confede
rate reunion, Memphis 1924.
Medal presented by General
W. B. Hardeman, Comman
der-in-chief United Confede
rate Veterans.
Medal for essay "Value of R.
O. T. C. in High Schools".
Bronze medal Lieutenant prize
company, 1925.
Member of the Annual Staff.
Head of the school boy division,
American Red Cross.
Served one week running a
motor boat rescuing many of
the flood sufferers.

CADET COLONEL
JOSEPH GENTRY BRINKLEY
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OFFICERS AND THEIR SPONSORS
STAFF
Prof. J. L. Highsaw
Honorary Colonel, R. 0. T. C.
Miss Alice O'Donnell
Chaperon-in-Chief
Mrs. J. L. Highsaw
Matron of Honor
Mr. W. A. Brown
Matron of Honor
Mrs. J. W. Adams
Matron of Honor
Sergt. J. W. Adams, D.E.M.L., U.S.A
Instructor
Joe Brinkley, Colonel
Mildred Broome, Sponsor-in-Chief
Wayne McCain, Capt. Adjt
Margaret Tompkins
Burton Callicott, Lieut. Col
Dorothy Neel
Lewis Johnston, First Lieut. Adjt...
Viola LaBundy
Herman Appleson, Major Uniform.....
Norma Makowsky
Julian Curry, Major Non-Uniform..
Marjorie Miller
UNIFORM
Company "E"
Leslie Lanier, Captain
Robert Holland, First Lieutenant....
Donald Merrill, Second Lieutenant...

Ruth Willis
.Vivian Wallace
..MaeBelle Dowling

Company "F"
Fred Lohmeyer, Captain
....Bessie Gilliland
Raymond Holland, First Lieutenant
Georgiana Ballew
Harry Koffman, Second Lieutenant..Mary Katherine Madre
Company "G"
George Pappas, Captain
Georgia Colby
Joe Dalstrom, First Lieutenant
.....Beatrice Wang
Birchett Cage, Second Lieutenant
Laura Lee Stephenson
NON-UNIFORM
Company "K"
Thurman Camp, Captain
Edison Ayres, First Lieutenant
Harold Wallace, Second Lieutenant

Hazel Griffin
.Mildred Parker
....Gladys Elkins

Company "L"
L. D. Cronin, Captain......
Charles Peeples, First Lieutenant
Otis Beckham, SecondLieutenant

Juanita Hudson
Josephine Read
.Louise Rodgers

Band
Orville Demuth, Captain
Wm. Edmondston, First Lieutenant
Chester Brewer, Second Lieutenant

Inez Smith
....Evelyne Baird
Ruth Stoker
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GENERAL PETER E TRAUB
November 10, will be a memorable day in the history
of Tech High, for on this day, Major-General Peter E.
Traub, of New York City, Commander of the Thirty-fifth
Division during the World War, was our honored guest
and reviewed the Tech battalion. After the review this
grizzled old veteran addressed the student body in one of
the most eloquent speeches ever heard in the school audito
rium. His speech made a lasting impression upon our boys
and he impressed the spirit of the true soldier. The
unconquerable and the undefeated battalions of Tech stand
at salute in the presence of this great man. His coming to
us was due to the courtesy of Mr. C. C. Oglivie, director of
the Goodwyn Institute, on whose platform General Traub
lectured. In order that our boys may know something of
this great soldier, we quote from the Goodwyn Institute
Year Book for 1927 as follows:
During the World War General Traub served as MajorGeneral, commanding the Thirty-fifth Division.
Distinguished for many months of front-line service with
his men in the World War, General Peter E. Traub heads
the 1st of the wounded, being the only Major-General wound
ed in action. Twenty-nine general officers, native and for
eign, have commended his valorous and efficient services
to his country. He saw more actual fighting than any man
of simular rank, for his was strictly combat work. He was
in the heaviest of the fighting in 1918, and commanded the
Thirty-fifth Division, and after the armistice, the Fortyfifth Division.
In addition to his World War service, General Traub has
had a remarkable career. He entered the army in time to
see the last of the Indian wars; he was active in the Spanish
American War, and he has many years of military and
administrative work in the Phillippines. He was district
chief of the Philippine Constabulary in Mindanao-Sulu,
over the Mohammedans and Pagans, and his successful
efforts to make the Moros cease fighting won him the
highest official and public praise. He has been on missions
to France, Germany, Spain, Mexico and other countries.
He has been always active in our military Intelligence work
and knows the hidden workings of war times and peace.
He knows world problems by having taken part in them and
in their solutions.
General Traub is a great "mixer" and a fine speaker, and
is in constant demand as a lecturer and after-dinner speaker.
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No man is better fitted by character and training to present
his subjects" to American audiences than this gallant soldier.
We will never forget the soldiery figure of General Traub
as he appeared on the platform at Tech the evening of Nov
ember 10, 1926. He closed his address with the following:
An old man going a lone highway
Came at the evening cold and gray
To a chasm vast and deep and wide.
The old man crossed in the twilight dim,
The sullen stream had no fears for him;
But he turned when safe on the other side,
And built a bridge to span the tide.
"Old man," said a fellow pilgrim near,
You are waisting you time with building here,
You never again will pass this way,
Your journey will end with the closing day.
You have crossed the chasm deep and wide,
Why build you this bridge at evening tide?
The builder lifted his old gray head,
"Good friend, in that way that I've come," he said,
"There followeth after me to-day,
A youth whose feet must pass this way.
This stream that has been naught to me
To the fair-haired might a pitfall be.
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim,
Good friend, I am building the bridge for him."
On the night of November 10, General Traub spoke to
an overflowing audience at the Goodwyn Institute. During
this address he told of his visit to Tech and urged the city
authorities to build the new plant at once. We want to say
to you, General Traub, that within a few days following
your address plans had been made by the Board of Educa
tion to build the new Tech. Your speech brought results and
we are hereby inviting you to the dedication exercises of
the new school.
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TECH HIGH WINS ALL HONORS IN
SEVENTH ANNUAL COMPETITIVE DRILL
Thursday evening, May 12, a disastrous tornado struck
Central, South Side and Humes High Schools. This tor
nado swept Hodges Field clean and carried with it all the
honors of the day. This tornado was the mighty and un
conquerable Tech Battalions under the command of CadetColonel Joe Brinkley. The event was a grand one and more
than five thousand people crowded the grandstands to see
the four high schools fight for military supremacy. Tech
entered the field with six years of successive victories be
hind her. With this Tech had a hard fight for all the other
schools drilled much better than before. Central came out
with a splendid looking battalion and her Company B cover
ed the old school with glory. South Side was right there
with the goods, but even at this every cadet in the Tech
battalion was determined to win and win they did. Com
pany E with Leslie Lanier, captain; Robert Holland and
Donald Merrill, lieutenants, won first honors in the uni
formed group. Company L of Tech with L. D. Cronin
as captain and Edison Ayers and Otis Beckham as lieuten
ants carried off the honors among the non-uniformed boys.
All the prizes in the knockout drill were won by Tech cadets;
Leland Payton winning the Kenon-Taylor Medal for the
best drilled cadet. Gordon Baum won second honors and
Bonnie Hicks won third. The platoon drill for the Jim
Quinn Medal, competed for by a senior cadet from Tech,
Central and South Side, was won by Cadet-Colonel Joe
Brinkley of Tech.
Miss Alice O'Donnell was sponsor-in-chief representing
the school at large. Mrs. W. A. Brown and Mrs. J. W.
Adams were matrons of honor. The official ladies for Tech
High were as follows: Inez Smith, Evelyne Baird, Ruth
Stoker, Milderd Broome, Dorothy Neel, Margaret Tompkins,
Viola LaBundy, Norma Makowsky, Ruth Willis, Vivian
Wallace, Mae Belle Dowling, Bessie Gilliland, Georgiana
Ballew, Katherine Madre, Georgia Colby, Beatrice Wang,
Laura Lee Stephenson, Marjorie Miller, Hazel Griffin,
Mildred Parker, Gladys Elkins, Juanita Hudson, Josephine
Read and Louise Rogers.
The Judges of this contest were: Colonel William New
man, United States Army, Retired; Lieutenant-Colonel
William E. Dunstei, Nashville, Tennessee; Captain Harry
G. Shires, 324th Infantry, Tupelo, Mississippi.
The happiest man in the whole Tech battalion was Ser
geant James W. Adams, for this was his fifth consecutive
victory for Tech. Sergeant Adams is a great drill master,
but above that, he is a man, loved and respected by every
cadet.
He is a born soldier.
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KENON TAYLOR
Kenon Taylor has been for a number of years keenly interested
in the military activities of the Memphis high school boys. Each
year he gives a medal to the best drilled and soldierly appearing
cadet of the high schools. The medal this year was won by cadet
Leland Payton, who also won the Sutton medal given for the best
drilled cadet in the Memphis R. O. T. C.
Kenon Taylor is a veteran of the Spanish-American War and
saw service in several of our insular possessions. During his career
as a soldier he engaged in seventy-five battles, campaigns and skirm
ishes and knows thoroughly the business of soldiering. He himself,
while a soldier, won a gold medal for excellency of drill.
The High Schools of Memphis, wish Kenon Taylor to know that
they highly appreciate the interest which he has manifested in the
work of the Junior R. O. T. C. They feel that his prizes have been
the means of arousing much added interest in the work.
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beautiful uniforms this year. This splendid citizen has
done more good than he knows. He has won the hearts of
six hundred boys. Long may he live and prosper.

BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL
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Tech High played more tie-games during this season than
perhaps any other school in this section. We tied Humes,
Catholic High, Osceola and Blytheville. We defeated Millington and Messick. We lost to Central, South Side, C.
B. C. and M. U. S. Two games stand out preeminent, the
battle with Central High and the turkey game with Blytheville. In the Central game Tech scored on the champions
and stopped the mighty Gale Flora. In the Blytheville
game the Yellowjackets played the Arkansans to a standstill and proved conclusively that the team was getting
better every game and that we were just getting under
good headway when the season closed.
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The Yellowjacket baseball team and Coach Harry Esslinger have given a good account of themselves this year.
At this writing we are standing third in the conference,
having defeated M. U. S. and Humes High. We have lost
to Central and C. B. C. The C. B. C. game was a "corcker."
The Brothers had to extend themselves and they barely
pulled through with a 7 to 6 victory. The baseball team
is deeply grateful to Mr. Henry (Toots) Loeb, Jr. for our
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The Tech boys basketball team enjoyed a most unique
season in more ways than one. They enjoyed a successful
season in games won, and the unusual part was the position
in which they finished.
They started the season with only two letter men, re
turning. Tom Gentry and Joe Brinkley. Brinkley was
later elected captain, Mr. Harry Esslinger was the coach.
In the short time for practice they had Coach Esslinger
put a team on the floor as good as could be expected. This
team lost to Whitehaven that opening night by the score
of 20 to 15. This game showed the squad and the coach
they had the material.
They then took into camp every school in the conference,
Humes, Messick, Central, C. B. C., South Side and Catholic
High. Then came the unique part. The coaches agreed
to have a four cornered play-off among the four leading
contestents at the close of the regular schedule. The win
ner of this play-off was to be declared champions. Tech
was leading the race at the close of the season with six
wins and one loss. We drew C. B. C. in the semifinals
and through injuries at the close of this game our chances
were few and far between, in fact none. C. B. C. defeated
us by the score of 34 to 28.
Playing Central for third place we defeated them again
score 29 to 20 to close the season.

BOXING
Tech had a good chance to win permanent possession
of the loving cup offered by the Y. M. C. A. by winning this
years meet but now they will have to wait until next year
to win their third leg.
Coached by Bobby Coleman and with a large squad,
Tech entered the meet favorite with C. B. C. Well C. B. C.
won and Tech didn't. We finished third in the tourna
ment this year and are hoping now for a better season next
year.
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GIRLS BASKET BALL
The Tech High Sextette completed their season very suc
cessfully, not having tasted defeat and winning the cham
pionship for the third consecutive year.
The Tech Team is made up of some otf the best basket
ball material to be found in Memphis, and Tech can boast
of having three players on the first girls All-Memphis
Team in the city. Miss Georgiana Ballew, forward and
captain, Miss Idel Winter and Lucille Williamson, who are
two of the best guards in Memphis without any question.
Mary Vogt, Geraldine Massey and Bessie Rymer were
chosen as substitutes. The All-Memphis Team is coached
by Miss Marie Ware, who has proven herself one of the
most capable coaches in the city.
The team will miss Georgiana Ballew and Bessie Rymer,
regulars, and Laura Lee Stephenson, substitute, who will
graduate. Idel Winter, Geraldine Massey and Mary Vogt
will return. Alma Getz and Roberta Nelms, substitutes,
will also return.
Players
Mary Vogt, captain
Georgiana Ballew
Bessie Rymer
Geraldine Massey
Idel Winter
Lucille Williamson

Position
Forward
Forward
Jumping Center
Side Center
Guard
Guard

Tech 24
Tech 47
Tech 38
Tech 32..
Tech 25
Tech 16
Tech 37
Tech 33

GAMES PLAYED
vs>
..Messick 19
vs
Catholic High 3
vs.
Humes High 16
~-....U-.—.vs
South Side 18
vs
Catholic High 6
....vs.
Humes High 8
.vs
Messick 29
vs.—
South Side 14

Tech 252

Opponent 112
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WRESTLING
Tech has held the wrestling championship for two years
and the cup given by the Y. M. C. A. would have become
our permanent property had we not lost this year's meet.
Tech was very fortunate, however, in having Mr. Elmore
Holmes, Princeton University letter man, and instructor of
Chemistry, as her coach. Mr. Holmes did mighty well with
the small squad with which he had to work. We lost the
cup this year to Central, but we will win it back next year,
for Mr. Holmes is already at work on the next year meet.
Tech had a fine captain this year in the person of George
Pappas. George put all he had into it, as he does every
thing with which he is connected. He will doubtless lead
the team again next year. Let it be said, however, that
this year's meet was a close contest, and in the first meet
Tech and Central tied at the close of the tournament, and
a second and deciding meet was held a week later, at which
after a hard-fought contest, Central High emerged the
victor.
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TECH HI-Y CLUB
The Tech Hi-Y Club resumed its meetings for the year
on October 7, with twenty-eight old members on the roll.
Up to the present time, sixty new members have been re
ceived, and a total of thirty-four names have been dropped
from the roll for various reasons, leaving a net enrollment
of fifty-four. The Club stands for the full program of the
Hi-Y organization, and has endeavored to measure up to
its purpose.
CALENDAR FOR 1926-27
October 7, first meeting; October 20, faculty supper;
November 11, father and son banquet; November 18, first
initiation, Rev. J. L. Horton, guest of honor; December 2,
consecration services for delegates to Older Boys' Confer
ence; December 8-5, Older Boys' Conference at Trenton,
Tech represented by a delegation of nine boys and faculty
leader; December 9-16, reports of delegates; January 13,
group contest begun; January 20, election of officers; Jan
uary 27, installation of officers, girl's night; February 3,
spring Vocational program begun, "Law, Government and
the Wholesale Life—Government Work as a Career," U. S.
Marshall Arthur Rogers; February 3-17, "Come Clean"
campaign; February 10, "Clean Scholarship—Clean Sports
manship—Y. M. C. A. Work as a Career," Mr. R. C. Pifer;
February 17, second initiation, "Clean Speech—Clean Liv
ing"—Mr. Blake W. Godfrey, Mississippi State Boys' Y.
M. C. A. secretery, guest of honor; February 24, "Music"
Dr. Williams; March 3, "Dentistry"—Dr. J. F. Bigger;
March 10, "Business"—Mr. Gilbert; March 17, "Law"—
Hon. J. P. M. Hamner; March 18, bunco party; March 24,
"Medicine"—Dr. Percy H. Wood; March 31, "Journalism"
— Hon. George Morris; April 7, "Printing" — Mr. H. J.
Freeburg; April 14, "Ministry"—Rev. U. S. Gordon; April
21, third initation,"Teacher"—Prof. W. R. Cooper; April 28,
Engineering (all branches)—Messrs. F. G. Proutt, A. S.
Frye and B. S. Cairns; May 5, election of officers, Parent's
Nights; May 12, installation of officers, closing meeting of
the term.
OFFICERS AND CHAIRMEN OF PERMANENT
COMMITTEES
Office
Spring
President
Thurman Camp
Vice-President
Julian Curry
Rec. Secretary
Walter Stager
Cor. Secretary
Harold Wallace

Fall
L. D. Cronin
Jimmie Ellis
Gordon Baum
Charles Peeples
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Heaton, Jurgens
Treasurer
Thurman Camp
Garwood Ortman
Marshall
Obrien, Hill
Hobert Dees
Asst. Marshall
Wright Hurley
Gordon Baum
Membership
Walter Stager
L. D. Cronin
Service
Julian Curry
Jurgens, Henrichsen
Program
John Welch
McQuirter, Benden
Ortman, Brinkley _ Advisory_
R. W. Faulkj Faculty Leader
ROLL OF MEMBERS FOR THE YEAR 1926-27
•Epstein, Bennie Norton, Edward
Albert, William
Gates, Frank
O'Brien, Hill
•Andrews, Dan
•Guenther, HermanOrtman, Garwood
Baum, Gordon
•Hayslip, Harry
*Papia, James
Bee, Edmund
Benden, Edward xHeaton, Bernard *Peeples, Charles
Henrichsen, Walter xPhelps, John
Benton, Howard
•Hill, S. R.
Price, J. B.
Black, Robert
Price, Seale
zBlockman, David Hill, Thomas
Renneker, Jack
Bluestein, Aaron •Hobbs, William
aHughes, William Richmond, John
Bluestein, Emile
Roark, C. L.
Hurley,
Wright
Boze, Charles
•Brennan, Baird •Hutchinson, Alvin Robertson, Robert
Runken, Carl
Hyman, Paul
•Brinkley, Joe
Sanders, Raymond
Jurgens, Arthur
Bryan, Claude
Seat, Jimmie
Kincaid, Nelson
•Caldwell, Louis
Shelton, Edward
•Callicott, Burton •King, Lyle
Stager, Walter
xKinney, Alex
Camp, Thurman
Strauss, Alvin
Kauerz,
Harry
Campbell, William
xSudlow, William
zLee, William
xClark, James
Sutton, Walter
Lloyd, Jack
Compton, Frank
•Talbert, Hugh
Loomer John
Corzine, Morris
Taylor, Joe
Crabb, Alexander •Loop, Chester
•Tipton, Marvin
zMason, Leslie
•Crawford, Bun
•Matthews, EdwardTreadway, Blaine
Cronin, L. D.
•McAden, Loraine Tucker, Laurence
Curry, Julian
•McCain, Wayne
Wallace, Harold
Davis, Hugh
McEwen, Homer Weir, Marion
•Davis, Walter
McQuirter, James Welch, John
Dees, Hobert
Wentzell, Harry
xNichols,
L.
D.
•Edmonston, Wm.
Williams, J. R.
bEllis, Jimmie
* Resigned; b—Graduated; x—Quit School; z—Drop
ped; a—Transferred.
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GIRL RESERVES
OFFICERS
Katherine Ludlow
Florence Rome
Angelina Strickland
Elizabeth Vaccaro

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

MEMBERS
Sarah Atkinson
Winnie Hutchins
Eleanora Adams
Juanita Hudson
Lura Burke
Margaret McDowell
Sophia Bullion
Anna Oswald
Katherine Buss
Lavada Parks
Geraldine Bassett
Helen Rome
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ALICE O'DONNELL HISTORY CLUB
OFFICERS
Raymond Holland
—
Charles Bledsoe
Marjorie Miller
Eleanora. Adams and Boyd Edwards...:...
MEMBERS
—Girls—
—Boys—
Eleanora Adams
Joseph Albert
Katherine Buss
Earl Atkinson
Evelyne Baird
Charles Bledsoe
Georgiana Ballew Mayo Burton
Newell Burns
Lena Caswell
Morris Baron
Sarah Covich
Pearl Crawford
Aaron Bluestein
Frances Dickerson David Blockman
Bessie Gilliland
Gordon Baum
Hazel Griffin
Chester Brewer
Lucy Guidi
William Callicott
Eleanor Hahn
Thurman Camp
Olive Howard
L. D. Cronin
Marjorie Meador George Dhuy
Frances McHughes Edward Daley
Norma Makowsky Hobert Dees
Dorothy Neel
Orville Demuth
Norma Minneola Joe Dalstrom
Hattiegreene Rose Lawson Danielson
Evelyn Riser
Boyd Edwards
Bessie Rymer
Wm. Edmondston
Florence Rome
Lyman Fowler
Freda Sokol
Herbert Hood
Bonnie Hicks
Audylee Sills
William Huntley
Stoker
Ruth
Angelina StricklandRaymond Holland
Margaret TompkinsJack Jacobs
Thelma Willis
Harry Koffman
Ruth Willis
Paul Kime
Elizabeth Johnson

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurers

Fred Lohmeyer
Sam Loskovitz
Leslie Mason
Donald Merrill
Russell McGonagill
Harry Maddox
James McQuirter
Loraine McAden
Isa Newman
Dudley Percival
Forrest Pace
Charles Peeples
LaFayette Ragsdale
Scott Ritter
Henry Schmoller
Aubrey Shaffer
Paul Smith
Walter Sutton
Reeves Stanfield
James Seat
Archie Stalons
Carl Sippel
Blaine Treadway
Lawrence Tucker
Brice Woods
Casey Wehrum
Fontaine Williams
Weir Williams
Robert West
J. W. West
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Charles Peeples
Thurman Camp
Walter Sutton
Forrest Pace
Jack Jacobs
1

OFFICERS
".

....President
....Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
..Reporter
Sentinel

MEMBERS
Edison Ayers
Rollin Goldsby
Otis Beckham
Gilbert Garner
Aaron Bluestein
Newell Burns
Fred Kuhn
Chester Brewer
Fred Lohmeyer
Earl Crouch
H. J. McRae
Burton Callicott
Charles Peeples
Julian Curry
Forrest Pace
Thurman Camp
Walter Sutton
Alex Crabb
Henry Schmoller
George Dhuy
Charles Von Kannon
Hugh Davis
Jerome Wheatley
Jack Woodmansee
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DELTA SIGMA
OFFICERS
Mildred Broome
Marjorie Miller
Dorothy Neel
Frances Dickerson
Margaret Tompkins

......President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
—- Reporter

MEMBERS
Evelyne Baird
Laura Lee Stephenson
Mae Belle Dowling
Ruth Willis
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Alice O'Donnell
Miss Effie Wright
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TAU EPSILON KAPPA

Josephine Read
Dorothy Hooper
Emily Harris
Lois Reeves

President
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Reporter

MEMBERS
Olive Howard
Evelyn Quinichet
Clementine Pippin
Marjorie Sibley
Eva Lane
Evelyn Nelson
Marion Lamon
Beatrice Wang
Elizabeth Law
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Freda Sokol
Bessie Gilliland
Norma Makowsky
Hattiegreene Rose
Elizabeth Johnson
Velma Gresham
Eleanor Hahn

OFFICERS
-

—

-

.President
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President
Secretary
.Treasurer
Reporter
Reporter

MEMBERS
Eleanor Riley
Ruth Stoker

Florence Rome
Elizabeth Vaccaro
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GLEE CLUB
OFFICERS
Dorothy Neel
Florence Rome
Elizabeth Law
Frances Dickerson
Miss Mary Lee Karr
Hattiegreene Rose

President
.Vice-President
Secretary
-Treasurer
—Director
—Accompanist

MEMBERS
Evelyne Baird
Rebecca Henderson
Sophia Bullion
Dorothy Hopkins
Georgiana Ballew
Winnie Hutchins
Lena Caswell
Eleanor Hahn
Fay Davis
Alice Mae McGlocklin
Amelia Drechoener
Hattiegreene Rose
Ida Mae Cunningham
Billie Spivack
Lorell Gross
June Whitlaw
Mae Belle Dowling
Freda Sokol
Mary Elizabeth Hubbard
Nettie Winsler
Elizabeth Johnson
Inez Smith
Eva Lane
Nellie Bonds
Lillian McKee
Mildred Broome
Marjorie Miller
Lura Burke
Edith Parks
Frances Dickerson
Lois Reeves
Velma Gresham
Josephine Read
Floy Humphrey
Florence Rome
Martha Keltner
Frances Spencer
Mary Loise Marks
Margaret Tompkins
Dorothy Neei
Laura Lee Woods
Elizabeth Law
Leanora Chaffee
Evelyn Poat
Sadie Lee Cowan
Helen Rome
Nellie Eppes
Bertha Slepian
Strauther Gilkey
Laura Lee Stephenson
Thelma Faulkner
Elizabeth Vaccaro
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UKE CLUB
Dorothy Neel.lp

*

Director

OFFICERS
Ruth Willis
Margaret Tompkins
Lois Gresham
Hattiegreene Rose

, Vice-President
.....Vice-President
.Secretary
Treasurer and Pianist

MEMBERS
Sophia Bullion
Freda Sokol
Gladys Elkins
Billie Spivack
Alice McGlocklin
Bertha Slepian
Evelyn Pote
Marjorie Sibley
Amelia Peeples
Nettie Winsler
Laura Lee Stephenson
June Whitlaw
Inez Smith
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RAINBOW CLUB
OFFICERS
Josepine Read
Margaret Tompkins
Mae Belle Dowling
Dorothy Neel

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

MEMBERS
Sophia Bullion
Marion Lamon
Lillian Cox
Elizabeth Law
Marjorie Emmons
Margaret O'Linger
Eleanor Hahn
Ruth Willis
Elizabeth Harvey
Freddie Wheatley
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TECH DEBATERS —CHAMPIONS MEMPHIS
INTERSCHOLASTIC CONFERENCE
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Six years ago in September a rather old man with a
white beard came to Memphis to introduce school savings
banking. This was Mr. John W. Stout of New York
City. With the aid of Mr. Highsaw, our principal, and
Mr. George Macon, the head advisor of all the school banking in the city of Memphis, the school savings system was
started in Tech. Since that time we have lead the world,
no other school in the United States having been able to
equal our record of 100% on every bank day. This true
Tech spirit is carrying us on today.
Mr. Harris was in charge of the banking at the school
for the first three years. Each year a prize of fifty dollars was offered and of course was won by us. This was
used to charter the "Steamer Idlewild" for the school boat
ride. The fourth year a cup was awarded to the 100%
school. Again Tech came forward and won.
This was when David Ballon was bank commissioner in
1925 and 1926.
This year we have been running true to form. The
Seniors have lead all the way, under Fred Lohmeyer and
Harry Koffman. The Juniors have run a close second
with Charles Schwarz their cashier and Rogers Brown his
helpmate. Next come the Freshman 9-2 Commercial Department. Kenneth Nash, Conrad Thomas and Ruth Jones
being its cashiers. The 10-1 Commercial Department has
shown up very well under Emile Bluestein and Josephine
Kauffman. The Senior Smith-Hughes with Paul Kime as
cashier have shown some good banking. Then the 11-1's
with John Welch, the 10-2's with S. R. Hill and Hugh
Talbert, 9-2 Technical with Lee Dent, 9-1 with Thomas
Wynns and the Junior Smith-Hughes with Clinton McLeod
have shown good spirit. Mr. Hassell the faculty advisor
has co-operated in every respect and has helped in every
way he could to make Old Tech the "Champion Thrift
School of the World."

BANKING CASHIERS—Wayne McCain, Banking Commissioner
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Hazel Griffin
Alice Howard
Evelyn Riser
Georgiana Ballew
Velma Gresham
Geraldine Massey
Mildred McCool
Bessie Rymer

..

...President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Reporter
Eleanor Reed
Mary Vogt
Vivian Wallace
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EDITORIAL STAFF

Editor-in-Chief
Jimmie Seat
Assistant Editor
Lois Rives
Associate Editors
Dorothy Neal, Julian Curry
Local Editor
Margaret Tompkins
Activity Editors
Doris McDuffee, Burton Callicott, Eugenia Meadows
Humor Editor.
Josephine Read
Literary Editors
Velma Gresham, Josephine Kaufman
Staff Stenographer
Ruth Willis
;.....:....i.:v..
BUSINESS STAFF
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•
f
f
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Business Manager
Assistant* Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager.....
Circulation Manager

1927

Reeves Stanfield
Louis Rosemblum
Raymond Holland
Marjorie Miller
Scott Ritter
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DYNAMO STAFF 1927
Julian Curry
Velma Gresham
L. D. Cronin
Hattiegreene Rose
Frances McHughes
Katherine Bullar
William Dean
Louis Elder
Fred Lohmeyer
Frank Woods
Margaret Tompkins...
Florence Rome
Gordon Baum
Joe Brinkley
Raymond Holland
Georgiana Ballew
Lois Rives
Evelyne Baird
Wayne McCain

Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor
.Literary Editor
Social Editor
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Business Manager
..Advertising Manager
...»
Clubs
Artist
Debating
Military
Boys' Athletics
Girls' Athletics
Kodak Pictures
Jokes
Banking

Reporters:
Hugh Talbert, Martha Evelyn McHughes, Jack Lloyd
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TECH NIGHT SCHOOL
JUNIOR TAKES
THE $50

EUGENIA MEADOR

Eugenia Meador, a member
of the junior class, has again
brought honor and fame to
Tech by winning the $50 cash
prize for the best essay on the
life of General George W.
Gordon, offered by the U. D.
C. organization of the State of
Tennessee. She also will be
presented with a gold medal
on commencement night, May
30. Her essay was judged
the best from over one hun
dred others submitted from
the entire State of Tennes-

Miss Meador has a school record of which she may well
be proud. She has always led her classes in scholarship
and in addition has won three essay contests during her
high school career. In her freshman year she wrote a prize
essay on the subject, "The Value of Credit and Why Bills
Should Be paid Promptly." In her sophomore year Eu
genia was the winner in a contest on "Why Memphis Needs
An Organ", and in her junior year she won the first prize
in the state-wide contest on the life of General G. W. Gor
don. Tech is indeed proud of her record and students and
faculty compliment her for her splendid work.
During this school year, Tech students have won three
state-wide essay contests. The first was the Good Roads
contest won by Louis Seago, the second was the essay on
Davy Crockett, sponsored by the Tennessee D. A. R. which
was won by Georgia Colby. The third was won by Eu
genia Meador. From these records it is indicative that
Tech is capable of holding her own not only in military
drill, but in fields of intellectual indeavor as well.

The Tech Night School began its session several years
ago with an enrollment of sixty-nine students. This year
the enrollment reached 1907. This night school is perhaps
one of the largest in the entire South and certainly it is
one of the best. The Commissioner of Education of the
City of St. Paul, Minnesota, visited the night school last
year and spent several nights checking up on the work, and
after a careful survey he said that the Tech Night School
was the best he had ever seen. There are three great de
partments, Commercial, Academic and Trade and each^ de
partment has from one to a dozen instructors. The sessions
are held each night from seven to nine o'clock. The work
this year has been the finest of any previous year, the
students have been more regular in attendance and have
gone about their work with more vigor and vim. The
School begins its sessions the first Monday in October and
continues until the second week in April. The faculty and
courses offered this year are as follows:
Highsaw, J. I.
Quinley, Earl
Abt, M. F
Barnes, Mrs. Joe Len...
Beach, Ben L
Berger, E. L.
Beer, Mrs. Bertha
Boyd, A. M
Boswell, T. H
Browne, Evelyne
Cashion, Marie
Drane, Gerald
Drane, Herbert
Esslinger, H. W
Evans, J. L.
Griggs, Lula
Grinter, T. H
Harper, H. L
Haszinger, Elizabeth ..
Helmick, Mrs. Mary...
Macon, George A
Macon, Joe
McCrary, Miriam
O'Neil, T. J
Parker, J. B
Parker, M. B
Powell, L. R
Pardue, D. C
Rudisill, Zelia
Rosenheim, S. J
Shelton, J. F
Stanfield, Ruth
Smith, E. H
Sowell, Win
Wadley, C. H
Wright, Effie

Principal
Secretary
Commercial Art
Stenography
Linotype
Auto Mechanics
Americanization
Electrical
Stenography
Cooking
Spanish
Drawing
Shop Mathematics
Bookkeeping
Plumbing
Typewriting
Advanced Mathematics
...Business Administration
English
Millinery
Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Business English
Drawing
Machine Shop
Shop Mathematics
Business English
Penmanship
Americanization
Sheet Metal
Typewriting
Printing
Commercial Art
Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic
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TYPEWRITING CLASSES
Miss Lula Griggs and Miss Ruth Stanfield, Instructors
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COMMERCIAL ART CLASS
M. F. Abt, Instructor

COMMERCIAL ART DEPARMENT
One of the outstanding features of the night school is
the Commercial Art Department under the direction of
Mr. M. F. Abt. This department is always crowded with
students and continues its meetings all summer or in other
words this department never closes. The work of Mr. Abt
in this department in both day and night school has brought
many honors to the school and we say that Mr. Abt is un
surpassed and is not only a great asset to Tech High School
but to the City of Memphis as well. He is a Constructive
Artist, an inspiring teacher, and is building up in our midst
one of the coming great art schools of the country. Next
year Mr. Abt will offer an enlarged programme and will
have the ablest assistant it is possible to find to help him in
his work. To the art lovers of Memphis Tech extends a
hearty invitation to come and work with us.

T H E
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THE NEW TECH
In July, 1919, Principal J. L. Highsaw made a tour of
the leading Technical Schools of the country. Upon his
return he told the people of Memphis how such a school
could greatly benefit this city and section. From this time
Mr. Highsaw has constantly kept his programme before the
people. He has had faith in the great work the Technical
School is doing, and in the meantime Tech has grown by
leaps and bounds. Every year has witnessed an increased
public sentiment for a new Tech. The programme would
have gone over long before now if the Board of Education
had been financially able to put over the project. Two
years ago the Board was for it, but bonds could not be
floated at that time, however every one believed then that
Tech would be the next school in line for aid and so it was.
On the morning of December the twenty-third the papers
carried a front page story telling of the purchase by the
Board of Education of the famous old Van Vleet property
as a site for the new Tech. The news set the student body
afire with rejoicing. It was a great Christmas gift for
Tech. A fitting celebration was held in the Assembly Hall
that day. Mr. Highsaw paid a beautiful tribute to the
Superintendent and the Board for the way in which they
had sustained him in his great undertaking, the bringing
to a realization the dream of his life.
The site on which the great new school will be erected is
one of the most beautiful in the United States. The old
Van Vleet home is famous in the History of Memphis.
The Van Vleet family has been very generous and have left
much valuable furniture to the school. A handsome paint
ing is also a part of the collection. This painting will be
hung in a large hall of the school to be called Van Vleet
hall. It is hoped that all of the beautiful trees and flowers
possible will be left to beautify the campus of the new
school.
Long before the lingering shadows of summer have pas
sed the plans for the greater new Tech will have been drawn,
the historic old buildings will disappear and the new Tech
will be assuming form for the happy student body that is
awaiting to move into the plant September, 1928. When
the plant is completed and fully equipped it will rank second
to none in the country and will stand as an everlasting
monument to the wisdom of Superintendent R. L. Jones
and his Board of Education in carrying out the plans of
Principal J. L. Highsaw.
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liam A. Goodwyn, deceased, to the white citizens of Memphis,

REED& DUECKER

and providing for them two educational agencies—

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Free Public Lectures and
a Free Reference Library

MACHINERY AND SUPPLIES

GOODWYN INSTITUTE
a unique, educational institution donated by its founder, Mr. Wil

MANUFACTURERS OF

U. S. OAK TANNED LEATHER BELTING
HIPPO WATERPROOF LEATHER
BELTING

GOODWYN INSTITUTE BUILDING
Southeast Corner of Madison Avenue and Third Street
Memphis, Tennessee
A cordial and continuous invitation is extended by Goodwyn
Institute to the teachers and students of Crockett Technical High
School to daily use its free reference library and attend frequently
its free public lectures. Both are of the highest quality and are
absolutely free.
The Library is presided over by competent trained reference
librarians, who will cheerfully put before you on comfortable tables
AH the literature and information you may want on any subject.
From fifty to one hundred public lectures are presented each
season—from October 15 to April 15—in the Goodwyn Institute
Auditorium. These lectures are given by distinguished people and
famous orators on a wide variety of subjects. Many of them are
illustrated with motion pictures and platform demonstrations. None
of them are technical, and none of them are dull and tiring.
The opportunity to see and hear so many illustrious men, famous
for their achievements and accomplished in the art of public speak
ing, is g'ven at few places in America.

COME TO GOODWYN INSTITUTE
1 927

LARGE STOCKS OF

Engine Lathes, Shapers, Drill Presses, com
plete Machine Shop Equipment
Transmission, Elevating and Conveying Ma
chinery. Pumping and Air Compressor Ma
chinery. Famous Woodworking Machine
ry. Electrical Machinery and Supplies.
Equippers of Tech High Machine Shop.
GET OUR CATALOGUE
Telephones 6-6951—6-6953
Long Distance 6-6952—6-9832
-J-XXXXXX-XXXX". 19 2 7

REED & DUECKER
Memphis, Tenn.
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SINCERELY
We Congratulate
CROCKETT TECH

Woods Lumber Co
INCORPORATED

On its record of
the past and,
we wish for everyone—

MANUFACTURERS OF

Teachers and Students—
Unbounded success for the future.

BAND SAWN

HARDWOOD LUMBER

Sincerely yours,
VAN VLEET-MANSFIELD DRUG CO.
THE SOUTH'S LARGEST WHOLESALE
DRUGGIST
MEMPHIS, TENN.

JACKSON, MISS.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
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IT IS PART OF THE FINISHED EDUCATION
TO UNDERSTAND THE VALUE OF
PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICES

Serve Fresh
Roasted Coffee
You do not know the meaning of
real Coffee flavor until you taste
it freshly roasted.

Public utilities like these two institu
tions are affected with "a public inter
est". They supply necessary services
for all the people of a community.

You can have it every day, enjoy
all its strength and richness, if you
will get

These services minister to the personal
comfort, convenience and welfare of
all people.

Silver Moon Coffee

In an economic way, also, utilities be
come community builders by promot
ing commercial progress and stimulat
ing trade through the expenditure of
large sums in payrolls and for the pur
chase of supplies.

High grade, carefully selected,
packed in air-tight cans as soon as
roasted.

As you more fully understand these
facts you have a higher appreciation
of the value of public utilities. It is a
part of the finished education to know
these things.

Either granulated or pulverized.

Roasted and Packed by
OLIVER-FINNIE CO.

MEMPHIS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.

Memphis, Tenn.
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"AMERICA'S FINEST"

KLINKE BROS. DAIRY CO.
PASTEURIZED DAIRY
PRODUCTS

Vantages#
|

We Deliver to Your Home in Time for
Breakfast

J
|

I
t

The Best in Vaudeville
Call For Klinke Brothers

and

ICE CREAM

Supreme Motion Pictures

At Your Nearest Drug Store

1

2469-2477 SUMMER AVENUE
Phone 7-8400, 7-7801, 7-0612

CONTINUOUS POLICY
|
Pantages has done much to encourage discipline, morale,
and efficiency in the Tech R. 0. T. C., and for this hearty
co-operation the Board of Editors of the 1927 Dynamo wish
to express to the management their profound appreciation.
1 9 2 7 WW******'

KLINKE BROTHERS ICE CREAM CO.
TECH DRINKS KLINKE MILK
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C. M. DOUGLASS
COMPLIMENTS OF
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
DEALERS IN

Johnson's
Greenhouses
!

"Home Grown Flowers"

Fresh Meats
C. M. Douglass furnishes the Tech Lunch
Room with all meats, and this is the reason
why our lunch room has the best.—Editor.

C. M. Douglass, Proprietor
Phone 2-4320

1333 Overton Park

*5~
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H. J. M. JORGENSEN
President

THE
JOHN L. WEST
Secy, and Treas.

DYNAMO

A BETTER GRATE BAR

S. C. BENNETT
Vice-President

FOR BURNING SAWDUST

Jorgensen-Bennett
ManufacturmgCo. {
PLANING MILL
MANUFACTURERS OF

|

PACKING BOXES
Lumber Kiln Dried and Milled in Transit

I

POST OFFICE—BICKFORD BRANCH

f

PHONE 6-0259

|
f

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

The only grate bar that provides the even distribution of
air necessary to perfect combustion and which permits
of all air passages being cleaned while furnace is in
operation.

*

$

MANUFACTURED BY

CHICKASAW MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO.
Second Street, Market to Winchester.

Phone 6-0324

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Tech has never had a truer friend, and Memphis a better
Citizen than H. J. M. Jorgensen. He is a pioneer and was
one of the foremost men in the establishing of lumber
grading classes at this school.—Editor Dynamo.

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
GENERAL MACHINE WORK
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Hudson Super Six

GEORGE L. HOSSFIELD
Worlds Championship 1922-21-2018. 132 words per minute.

Essex Super Six

COMPLIMENTS

MEMPHIS
MOTOR CAR CO.
DISTRIBUTORS
STELLA WILLINS (New York)
113 words per minute.

HILDA DEHL (Casey, 111.)
76 words per minute

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Hudson Coach
Hudson Brougham

$1440
$1740

Hudson Std. Sedan.
$1540
Hudson 7 Pass. Sedan.
$2015
Essex Coach
Essex Sedan
Essex Coupe

UNDERWOOD!
THE MACHINE OF CHAMPIONS

$850
$1020

Essex Roadster

I

DELIVERED MEMPHIS

V..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..:..;..;..;..:..;..;..;..;.. 1 9 2 7
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$850
$815
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L. C. SMITH

We organize and train Bands and Orchestras anywhere in the Tri-States.

THE BALL-BEARING OFFICE MACHINE

The Home of BUESCHER Band and Or
chestra Instruments, GIBSON Stringed In
struments, LEEDY Drums.

L. C. Smith with its
light touch, easy ac
tion, speed and quiet
ness banishes fatigue

BUESCHER
SAXOPHONE
Also manufacturers of
Corona, the pioneer
portable typewriter.

Melody Music Shop

ESTABLISHED 1903

111 Madison Avenue

Phone 6-0419

INCOMPARABLE

BACON BANJOS
OLDS TROMBONES

LYON & HEALY
SAXOPHONES

Band Instruments

Crump
Brothers
FEED, GROCERIES
COAL AND GAS

telipl

Route 3, Box 55
Phone 7-6214

$80 Up

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

L. C. SMITH AND CORONA TYPEWRITERS, INC.
158 Union Avenue, opposite Peabody Hotel

J
J

Second Floor

COMPLIMENTS
|

|

OF THE

! Retail Clothiers Ass'n

!
|

t
%
|
I
!
|
|

Burke & Co.
Golden Eagle Clothing Co.
Sam Bacherig's
Johnston & Vance Clothing Co.
Walker M. Taylor
Oak Hall Clothing Co.
Beasley Bros.-Jones & Ragland
Phil A. Halle

*
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All Photos in This Book by
CASSADAY

The Gray Studio
751 POPLAR AVENUE

Benner Auto Parts
Company
PAYS CASH FOR USED CARS

PHONE 2-7512

AND

Somebody—Somewhere wants Your
Photograph

PHOTO GRAPHS
Qdgye Forever
Official Photographer 1927 Dynamo

"—and the invitations
engraved by Toof'
NE of the
Ofunction.

evidences of a perfect sociai

The invitation is most expressive . It reflects
careful preparation or marked indifference.
TheToof engraved invitation has the distiction of being the standard of excellence and
reflects elegance and refinement in every detail.

S. C. TOOF & CO.
PRINTERS

ENGRAVERS
MEMPHIS

D Y N A M O ********************|.

STATIONERS

SELLS PARTS AT HALF PRICE
404 North Third Street
Phone 6-2019

Memphis, Tennessee

Tech never had a Truer Friend than Louis Benner.
—Editor 1927 Dynamo

WARREN CANDY CO.

Sweetie's Brittle Bar 5c
Crispy Peanut and Cocoanut
WHOLESALE ONLY
Phone 6-6862
236 VANCE AVE.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
1927
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COMPLIMENTS
OF

Fortune's
Manufacturers
Of

ALL-CREAM
ICE CREAM
0
Union and Somerville
MEMPHIS

WHERE DO WE GO FROM
HERE?
To College if you can. Other
wise I would like to talk to you
about joining our Direct to Con
sumer organization in Memphis
and vicinity. Can use a few
more salesmen who are steady
and not afraid of work.
See Manager, H. P. Ousley

WE SELL
The Board of Ecluia;ion

BUSH AND GERTS
Pianos for the High Schools
Why Not let us serve you?

FLOYD PIANO COMPANY
160 Madison Avenue
THE HOUSE OF PLEASANT
DEALINGS

THE W. T. RAWLEIGH
COMPANY
Memphis, Tennessee

BRODNAX

C. M. BISHOP, President
R. E. CHING, Treasurer

****

Phone 6-9590
THE PLACE WHERE YOU
GET GOOD THINGS
TO EAT
Finest Steaks in Memphis Says Prin
cipal J. L. Highsaw and Commercial
Supervisor, George A. Macon.

JIM'S PLACE CAFE
JAMES CATSOODAS, Prop.
"IT WON'T BE LONG NOW"

110 Monroe Avenue
MEMPHIS, TENN.

CHARLES B. PEEPLES

PALACE CLEANERS AND
DYERS

Your Smith-Hughes Class Rings
were made in our factory.
COMPLIMENTS
OF
If you were pleased with our
work, let us furnish that
graduation gift.

DYNAMO

HATTERS CLEANERS AND
PRESSERS

COMPLIMENTS
OF

Akers & Co.

SHOE REBUILDERS

MEMPHIS PAPER CO.

FIRE
Phone 6-0045
146 Madison Avenue

PROTECTIONISTS

MEMPHIS, TENN.

GEO. T. BRODNAX, INC.
JEWELERS

Main at Monroe

Would Appreciate the Patronage
of the Students of Tech

L. S. AKERS
President
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SPORTING GOODS
BASEBALL
FOOTBALL
TENNIS
BASKET BALL
GOLF
VOLLEY BALL

Bathing Suits, Caps, Belts, Fish
ing Tackle, Boats, Motors
GUNS, AMMUNITION

AMBROSE SPORTING
GOODS COMPANY
132 South Main St.

Phone 6-2402

Chas. V. York

Twenty-two years successful
catering to the public

YORK ARMS COMPANY

CHAS. AP0ST0L0S
RESTAURANT CO.!
Main Office 80 Madison Avenue

Cordra York

j

ATHLETIC GOODS
GUNS
FISHING TACKLE
Athletic Outfitters to College
and Prep School Teams

"If It's Sporting Goods,
We Have It"
HAROLD DAVIS
School Representative

H. C. Ambrose
R. P. Foppiano
Albert Brandli

Try any one of the five high-class,
sanitary restaurants operated by the
Chas. Apostolos Restaurant Co. for a
clean, wholesome, home-cooked meal.

SPORTING GOODS

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Where Quality, Appreciation

CRUMP LIME & CEMENT
COMPANY

and Satisfaction Make

MCDOWELL &
MONTEVERDE

ALL KINDS OF

Opposite Goldsmiths'

Their Home

BASEBALL
TENNIS

FUNERAL

GOLF

DIRECTORS

"BEEN THERE SERVICE"
6-1155

71 Union Ave.

6-1156

6-2207

Phones

Clinic,/ Third Floor Fidelity Bank
Building

114 Madison
6-006'

Res. 2-5342

COMPLIMENTS OF

THOMPSON BROTHERS
MORTUARY
257 Adams Avenue
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

DIXIE OIL COMPANY
GASOLINE, OIL AND
ACCESSORIES

Building Materials

456 Monroe Ave.

Phones 7-0955—7-0956

Phone 6-3794

Telephone 6-1732

BASKET BALL

ENSLEY-CARRIGAN CO.

—Two Stores—
162 S. Main St.
6-0068

COMPLIMENTS OF

FOOTBALL

SPECIALISTS IN

Radio Electronic Diagnosis and
Treatment, Chiropractic, Phys
iotherapy and Diatetics

Phone 6-1487

MEMPHIS, TENN.

Operating Five High-Class
Sanitary Restaurants

DOCTORS
HASTINGS & THOMAS

6-2208

MEMPHIS BLUE PRINT &
SUPPLY CO.

531 Vance Avenue

ENGINEERS' AND
ARCHITECTS' SUPPLIES

MEMPHIS

11 South Second Street

MEMPHIS, TENN.

GO TECH

GO!

,
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Tech High Students:
I trust that your technical
education has made you under
stand that a product must be
technically right to be of value
—that an article selling at ten
dollars may be much more ex
pensive than another selling at
fifteen dollars; in fine, that
while U N I T E D S T A T E S
"ROYAL CORD" Tires cost
a bit more than some other kinds
they are really worth a great
deal more—because they are
technically right — not just
pretty on the outside, but cor
rectly engineered throughout.
Yours,

D Y N A M O

COMPLIMENTS OF

WASHINGTON
GARAGE

J. W. HASSELL
HARDWARE STORE

JOHN K. ZENT, Manager

Phone 2-2442

1422 JACKSON AVENUE

STORAGE, WASHING

SUZORE'S THEATER
869 JACKSON AVENUE

AL KIRKLAND
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

W. N. CONWELL CO.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
355 Madison

Phone 6-6483

TENNESSEE SHEET
METAL WORKS
285-57-59 Poplar

7-5070-W

Phone 6-7945

A. L. M'CARVER

THE CLUB
RAYMOND

JOE

Fix your
start out,
that will
that goal,
yours.

The product of your
mind must be worth

goal before you
do those things
help you attain
and success is

WAYNE

BURTON

TECH STUDENTS:

machine you operate

Phone 6-2939

Washington at Fourth

NEWSUM

more than that of the

WHERE EVERBODY SAVES
129 N. Main St.

"THE PICK OF THE PICTURES"

Gasoline, Oils and
Accessories

FERGUSON
FURNITURE STORE

*
j
;
1

DAWKINS ELECTRIC
COMPANY
26 NORTH SECOND

cm COAL COMPANY

ALLEN PHARMACY

L. S. LAWO

1418 JACKSON

M- B. P.

367 Jackson Avenue

Phones 2-1225 and 7-9471

MEAT MARKET
709 N. Dunlap

Phone 6-9333

W. P. EPPES
PAPERING AND PAINTING
917 Blythe

Phone 7-1787

TRI-STATES LODGE
370
AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS
UNION

Phone 6-0124

27

EVA LANE

MODEL BLUFF CITY

ISA NEWMAN

LAUNDRY

